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The Mediterranean and Western Security 

The Mediterranean is a region of conf~ontation, 

crisis, and sometimes cooperation for the Western allies 

and the eighteen states (excluding Morocco and Portugal) 

who find their territory linked to this great enclosed sea. 

Perhaps the principal feature of the Mediterranean as an 

issue for Western, or Atlantic, politics is the region's 

ambivalent relationship to the East-West conflicts at the 

core of the Atlantic Alliance's security concerns. There is 

a tendency for conflicts in the Mediterranean to be fragmented, 

disparate, often irrational or incoherent, and they usually 

have only a tenuous relationship to the dominant bipolar system 

that preoccupies the heartland of Europe and is the natural 

focus of u.s. security and defense policies. 

The Mediterranean seldom conforms to an East-West 

conception of politics and political-military interaction. 

It is a region where the United States and the Soviet Union 

have only sporadic and indirect confrontation, even if they 

constantly check on each others' activities in the area. Above 

all, the Mediterranean is a region where the multiplicity of 

specific local conflicts and the distinctive national security 

interests of local states means that there is no coherent 

"Mediterranean" security dilemma and, therefore, there can be 

no coherent "Mediterranean" policy or set of policies on the 

part of the West, or even on the part of individual Western 

states. 
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The East-West Dimension in the Mediterranean 

Although always on the fringes of Western allied security 

concerns, it was of course in the Mediterranean that the 

communist menace in Greece led to the 1947 Truman Doctrine and 

eventually the creation of the "Western bloc" and the Atlantic 

Alliance itself. When the Alliance was negotiated, the U.S. 

Department of Defense opposed extending the security arrangement 

to the Mediterranean, but the views of the State Department and 

countries like France prevailed, so that Italy was belatedly 

admitted ~o the North Atlantic Treaty negotiations and the 

Atlantic Alliance found itself with an ambiguously-designated 

"southern flank," then including the Algerian departments of 

France. The Alliance expanded its Mediterranean dimension when 

Greece and Turkey were admitted as members in 1951. From the 

U.S. point of view, these countries (and Italy) primarily offered 

sea and air base facilities from which the United States could 

acquire a dominance in the Mediterranean and over to the Persian 

Gulf, at the expense of a Soviet Union which had the advantage 

of a natural geographical presence adjacent to the region. 

This was the same reason the United States acquired base 

rights in Spain under the executive agreement of September, 1953. 

These bases were linked to U.S./NATO facilities in Italy and 

Turkey, completing a kind of "Americanization" of the north 

coast of the Mediterranean Sea, while after the establishment of 

the Sixth Fleet on June 1, 1948, the Mediterranean indeed became 
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a kind of "American sea" from the point of view of East-West 

competition. Until the 1960s, the United States was the 

dominant military power and political force in the area-

exerting itself, it is true, primarily against allies (such 

as the Suez crisis, 1956) and otherwise operating as a kind 

of hegemonic protector of American-defined "Western" interests 

in the Mediterranean. There really was no prominent, active 

East-West domension to the political-military scene in the 

area during this period. Instead, the United States simply 

exerted the kind of preeminence over ally and opponent alike 

that hegemons have traditionally wielded. The United States 

had, of course, genuine and specific security interests in 

the region that reinforced its hegemonic impulse--the Mediterranean 

was the southern flank of Atlantic Alliance, it was the focus 

of Arab nationalism that met with American sympathy for a time, 

it was crucial to the security Israel, and it was a strategic 

and commercial bridge to the oil-rich territories of the 

southern Mediterranean and the Persian Gulf. 

During the 1960s, American hegemonic power over the 

Mediterranean area began to wane for a number of reasons-

principally, the assertion of national policies, often anti-

U.S. in tone and substance, on the part of many riparian states, 

especially the radical Arabs of the southern and eastern Mediter

ranean. European states, like France, developed independent, 

post-colonialist perspectives and policies on Mediterranean 
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issues that often set them against the United States--a trend 

that has continued until the present, so that although there 

is no coherent "European" attitude towards Mediterranean issues, 

"Europe" is frequently at odds with the United States on these 

issues. Unlike the 1950s, now the Europeans seem more sophisticated 

and enlightened on how to deal with problems such as Arab 

nationalism, terrorism, and the Arab-Israeli conflict, while 

the United States is increasingly clumsy and unsure of itself 

on such matters. 

From the point of view of American global security and 

the bipolar rivalry, it has been the growth of a certain Soviet 

military and (limited) political influence around ·the Mediterranean 

that has posed the greatest threat to U.S. and "Western" 

interests since the 1960s. But how real is this threat and what 

are Soviet aims in the Mediterranean? There is no doubt that 

Soviet naval potential in the area has increased since 1962, as 

a part of the global expansion of Soviet naval power undertaken 

by Admiral Sergei Gorshkov (actually dating from the late 1950s). 

Until late in the decade, the U.S.S.R. remained clearly inferior 

to the American strength focused in the Sixth Fleet--inferior 

in both firepower and flexibility. Now, however, the Soviets have 

a Mediterranean squadron (Fifth Escadra) drawn from the Black 

Sea and Northern Fleets that, according to the U.S. Department 

of Defense, averages forty to forty-five ships in the Mediterranean. 

This is much smaller than the Black Sea Fleet itself, but there 

are constant exchanges between the two fleets. This puts the 
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soviet and American Mediterranean naval forces on a rough 

numerical par, although U.S. firepower and air-naval 

sophistication remains substantially superior. The Soviet 

advantage is that during a crisis, they could augment their 

naval forces from the Black Sea and use their superior land 

and tactical air forces operating from the Balkans to bolster 

military pressures in the Mediterranean itself. Calculations 

of the East-West military balance around the Mediterranean 

should be treated with extreme caution, however, since the 

West, however fragmented, retains an over-all superiority 

that has not been undermined by the growth of Soviet naval 

and air power in the area. 

Indeed, from a political point of view, the Soviets remain 

a relatively minor force in the Mediterranean even if they 

are stronger than they were in the 1950s--which, after all, 

is a natural corollary to the U.S.S.R.'s emergence as a full 

military superpower and one which concentrates the development 

of its naval forces more in the Pacific than in the Mediterranean 

theaters. Whereas the United States has developed a network of 

multilateral and bilateral security interests in the Mediterranean 

that complement its "natural" tendency towards exerting a 

political-military hegemony in the region, the principal 

characteristic of Soviet policy there is its relatively low level 

of ambition and the essentially defensive, certainly non

hegemonic, nature of its political-milit~ry activities. 
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Focusing their military and political efforts on the 

European central front, in South Asia, and in the Pacific, 

the Soviets have mostly pursued an opportunistic policy of 

ad hoc troublemaking in the Mediterranean, especially since 

they lost their most important position in Egypt during the 

Sadat regime. Given the general decline of Soviet and 

communist influence in much of the third world, it is primarily 

the persistence of the Arab-Israeli conflict that grants 

Moscow some tenuous Mediterranean allies. Since the United 
i 

States has privileged links with Israel and the moderate Arab 

states, this leaves the Soviet Union with the rather diffident 

allies of Syria and Libya on the Mediterranean itself. These 

states have their own national and regional agendas, so they 

cannot be considered firm Soviet footholds in the Mediterranean. 

Indeed, Moscow has wisely kept the bizarre Libyan regime at 

a distance, eschewing a fi~m treaty of alliance but placing 

some two to three thousand military advisers in this country. 

Even with its Ethiopian and Syrian treaties, Moscow can be 

called upon only to ''consult" in the event of an aggression. 

Although Syria is a successful military power in the Mediterranean, 

and is heavily supported by Moscow in material terms, Syrian 

victories such as the one in Lebanon are not obviously also 

advances for the Soviet Union and do not fit neatly into an 

! ' 
East-West notion of regional conflict. 

Apart from the special and somewhat fragile ties to some 

radical Arab states in the Mediterranean, the Soviets have not 
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made regional advances in recent years and, instead annear 
~ ' ...... 

to have a kind of defensive policy in the area. Indeed, with 

recent developments such as the outcome of the Malta elections, 

and Libya's defeat in Chad, the Soviets are not faring well 

in this part of the world. Apart from exerting a certain 

political-military presence in the Mediterranean, then, the 

principal Soviet regional interest seems to be to have a 

patchwork of anchorages and repair facilities--at Tabruk in 

Libya, for example--and to. ensure that the United States and 

the West have to take account of this Soviet presence before 

undertaking actions of their own. Of course, the U.S.S.R. 

also has a classic interest in maintaining military authority 

over the Bosphorus entrance to the Black Sea, and to prevent 

the West from considering any intrusions into this core national 

security zone. The limited significance of the Mediterranean 

to the Soviets is confirmed by the fact that the only real 

East-West crisis in the region in recent years was during the 

October, 1973 war, when Moscow backed down in the face of an 

American global alert. Even during ill-considered exertions of 

u.s. force such as the reckless bombing of Libya in April, 1986, 

there was no physical Soviet reaction of importance. Comparing 

U.S. and Soviet behavior in the Mediterranean, some might conclude 

that Moscow's policy of restraint and "presence" has been 

wiser than the Reagan approach of military risk and confrontation, 

which led to the fiascos of the Lebanon and Libyan operations. 

On the other hand, this U.S. approach--however clumsy and 
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counterproductive it may be at times--does help affirm the 

funerican position as the dominant political-military force 

in the Mediterranean, a position which has been recovered since 

the mid-1970s. 

The.Mediterranean as a Zone of Indigenous Crisis 

The Mediterranean is indisputably one of the areas where 

the United States and the Soviet Union maintain a state of bipolar 

tension and rivalry, though seldom of actual hostility. 

Rather than direct East-West and bipolar conflicts predominating 

in this area, indigenous and to a certain extent autonomous 

conflicts prevail. One characteristic of these conflicts is 

that they engage the attention, activities, often the support 

of both superpowers, so that the East-West rivalry becomes a 

kind of tool to be manipulated by local forces and rival powers. 

The Arab-Israeli dispute is certainly the dominant "Mediterranean" 

conflict, even though in venue and consequences it is not merely 

a local, regional dispute. It is a conflict that maintains the 

eastern Mediterranean in a permanent state of turmoil, and is 

exported to Europe and around the area so that, through terrorism 

and other vehicles of conflict-extension, this problem is the 

predominant one for all Mediterranean states. It is not 

primarily an East-West conflict, since it has various dimensions: 

north-south, ethnic, idelogical, religious, and simple power-politics 

The superpowers are aligned with the main antagonists: the 
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United States supports Israel and ~he soviet Union backs 

Syria. But the United States also plays a kind of broker 

or mediator role with its privileged contacts with moderate 

Arab states--so that global and regional alignments are not 

symmetrical as far as this conflict is concerned. 

One feature of the Arab-Israeli issue is the emergence of 

Israel as an aspiring hegemonic state in the eastern Mediterranean, 

expanding its zone of political-military oversight not only to 

occupied Palestinian territory, but far into Lebanon as well. 

In the Mediterranean basin, Israel is one of the most obvious 

expansionist and destabilizing states because of its intransigent 

diplomacy and military arrogance. As a danger to regional 

stability, Israel easily equals Libya or Syria. Finally, it 

should be noted that the Arab-Israeli conflict has helped divide 

the Mediterranean ideologically, so that three great political 

philosophies or approaches clash in·an increasingly irreconcilable 

way: Western democratic and liberal values, radical Islamic 

fundamentalism, and expansionist Zionism. Rather than Soviet 

behavior, much less the pathetic state of "communism" as an 

ideology todaz, the extremist versions of Islam and Zionism 

must be considered the greatest long-term dangers to the West 

in the Mediterranean region. 

Apart from the dominant Arab-Israeli dispute, a number of 

other conflicts and potential problems in the Mediterranean should 

be noted. One feature of Mediterranean conflicts not tied to 

this dominant crisis is that they are focused within the Western 
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"camp" and tend to weaken the Alliance, or at least divert 

its attention from the somewhat elusive Soviet threat in the 

Mediterranean and the more prominent danger posed by the 

Arab-Israeli dilemma. Two such intra-Western problems can be 

mentioned here: the Greek-Turkish conflict, and the still 

ambivalent position of Spain within the Atlantic Alliance. 

Perhaps one of the most acute signals of the relative 

weakness of the Soviet Union in the Mediterranean and the 

basic strenth of the United States and NATO is the fact that 

the Western Alliance can tolerate the puerile foreign policy 

posturing and antics of Andreas Papandreau's Greece and the 

recurrent clashes of Greece and Turkey without any significant 

weakenening of the Alliance position in the eastern Mediterranean. 

The Greek-Turkish conflict is one of those intractable, 

historically-laden issues involving national identities and 

interests that may never really be resolved. The cause of 

current difficulties.has been the July, 1974 Turkish occupation 

of 40% of the territory of Cyprus and a de facto division of 

the island backed by the proclamation of an independent Turkish 

Cyprus in November, 1983. The unwise policies of Athens under 

the colonels was basically responsible for this development, and 

since 1974 most of the world has come to accept the Turkish

irnposed division of the island, so this-is now a virtual fait 

accompli. Greece and Turkey have a number of other specific 
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quarrels that erupt regularly, such as the status of the 

Aegean continental shelf, national control over Aegean airspace, 

Greece's claim for a twelve-mile territorial water regime in 

the Aegean, and Greece's militarization of islands off the 

Turkish coast. The United.States (and the Soviet Union, for 

that matter) tend to side with Turkey on most of these issues, 

exacerbating intra-Alliance tensions that have been fed by 

the often virulent anti-Americanism of Papandreau and his 

Pasokparty since they took power in 1981. 

Apart from generally foolish Greek pro-Soviet pronouncements 

on a variety of issues, and an equally foolish radical third 

world-type posturing by this regime, the most important issue 

for the United States and the Alliance is the future of the 

NATO bases on Greek soil. The most important are on Crete and 

near AthensJ the base agreements expire in 1988 and the process 

of renegotiation is now beginning. Papandreau, who as usual 

seems to be retreating from a hard line, irresponsible position 

on this issue, will probably blackmail the United States and 

NATO for all he can get and then extend the base agreement. 

In any event, despite the undeniable importance of these 

facilities, there are alternatives in Turkey and Italy--so that 

Greece is not indispensable in this sense. Whatever the outcome 

of the base issue, the recurring problems engaging Greece, 

Turkey, and their relations with NATO are indications that 

intra-Alliance conflicts and crises are a very prominent feature 
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of Mediterranean politics and probably take up as much time 

and energy as Soviet pressures in the region, if not more. 

Finally, it should be added that despire some pro-East bloc 

positions and anti-Turkish agreements with Balkan communist 

regimes, Greece does not represent a possible opening for 

the Soviets in the Mediterranean, but is only a thorn in the 

side of NATO that is troublesome but not debilitating. 

Greece is one Mediterranean country with an often ambivalent 

position within the Western Alliance. Spain, the most recent 

NATO member, is at the other end of the Mediterranean and has 

an equally diffident position within the Alliance. Tainted by 

its fascist past and essentially isolated as well as isolationist 

in its foreign policy, Franco's Spain established military 

ties with the United States after 1953 as part of a quest for 

respectability. Although it offered the United States important 

air and naval facilities, Spain nevertheless could not establish 

broader ties to the West, especially Europe, until the post

Franco era. It was curious and almost an accident that Spain's 

first major organizational links to the West came by joining 

the Atlantic Alliance in June, 1982--whereas all during this 

time membership in the European Community was the principal 

goal of governments in Madrid. The NATO question was controversial 

within Spain for a time, but this subsided and the major 

political forces united to help confirm Spanish membership by 

a 52.5% majority in the March, 1986 referendum. This was an 

important development, given that most of the Spanish population 

and elite were (and probably remain) essentially non-Atlanticist 
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and somewhat neutralist in terms of political-military 

orientation. 

Although now irreversably (one presumes) in the Atlantic 

Alliance, but not in the NATO military organization, Spain's 

relationship to Alliance security goals in the Mediterranean 

remain elusive. Given its geographical position and traditional 

foreign policy perspectives, Spain naturally is not so very 

concerned with the Soviet threat or East-West conflicts in 

the Mediterranean. This country's principal national security 

concerns in the region are to secure the return of Gibraltar 

from Britain and to protect its enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla 

across the straits of Morocoo. In other words, along with 

the Canary Islands, Spain's strategic concerns focus in the 

direction of North Africa and are not concerned with issues 

that are likely to draw support from the United States and NATO-

although the NATO framework may ultimately help with the 

inevitable transfer of Gibraltar from British to Spanish 

control. Given the state of the Spanish military, as well as 

these rather narrow national security priorities, it is hard 

to see Spain becoming a key actor on behalf of the West in 

the Mediterranean. On the contrary, it seems that governments 

in Madrid are seeking to reduce Spain's active military role 

in NATO by cutting down on the U.S. presence in the current 

round of base negotiations, The most important bases involved 

in these talks are the air-naval facility at Rota, which 

helps control the Straits of Gibraltar, and the less crucial 

air facility at Torrejon. The May, 1983 agreement covering 
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these bases expires in 1988. As noted, Spanish policy is 

to secure a reduced presence of foreign forces on national 

soil. Or, as Prime Minister Gonzales has said·, he wants 

a "progressive minor presence of (foreign) forces in our· 

territory and of support installations in accordance with 

our·national interests." If this policy remains constant, 

Spain's formal membership in the Western security alliance 

is likely to be diluted from an already weak position. The 

country would have an even more reduced role in the collective, 

or at least bilateral (U.S.-Spanish) defense of the Mediterranean 

and Europe. Indeed, the major question in this regard is 

whether Spanish membership in the Atlantic Alliance serves 

much of a purpose. Or, to take a more positive approach: 

it is clear that Spain and its Western partners have yet to 

defin~ a Spanish role in the Alliance that would establish 

a ge~uine collective political-military engagement and a basis 

for a common effort. 

Con::lusion 

This selective tour d'horizon of some security perspectives 

and issues in the Mediterranean has concluded that although it 

is a natural u.s. priority, the East-West dimension of conflict 

in this region is not the predominant one. Even for the United 

States, it can be argued that most of the time the Mediterranean 
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has essentially served as (1) a general forum for exerting 

an American hegemony in the region, however cautious and 

benevelent, (2) as a network of military installations that 

the United States uses to support and sustain Istael, and 

(3) as a kind of way station to the Indian Ocean and Persian 

Gulf, which are areas where military threats to Western 

security are far greater now than in the Mediterranean. 

This argument about the low relevance of the East-West 

dimension does not imply that the Mediterranean is not an 

extremely volatile and potentially dangerous region, which it 

obviously is. But threats such as the Arab-Israeli one do not 

fit neatly into the Atlantic Alliance's scheme of things, a 

problem traditionally defined as the "out of area" problem. 

Indeed, NATO and U.S.-defined NATO concerns in the Mediterranean 

do not seem to coincide with Greek or Spanish priorities, for 

example. And, it should be noted that the NATO member that 

currently shows the most concern for "Mediterranean" security 

per se is Italy--which has redirected its national defense 

efforts towards the south in recent years, largely because of 

dissatisfaction with NATO policies in.the region. I leave 

thi~ topic to another paper scheduled for this conference, but 

want to stress that Italy's enhanced attention to Mediterranean 

defense is undoubtedly one of the most important Western moves 

in the region in recent years. It indicates both that NATO has 
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not been able to cope with major Mediterranean security 

dilemmas because they go beyond the East-West dimension, and 

that national European interests are being reasserted in the 

region as well. It is, after, all, primarily the Europeans 

in the Alliance who have the greatest stake in ensuring 

stability and security in the Mediterranean. 

·.whether and how they do this after years of relative 

indifference is a major question to be pondered, as is the 

issues of how u.s. and West European interests are likely 

to converge or diverge in the Mediterranean in the future. 

Perhaps the Mediterranean should become less of a kind of 

"American sea" and more the responsibility of powers who 

actually live aroundit and both suffer and benefit from the 

interactions of Mediterranean civilizations. But this would 

require a kind of European cooperation, or even a Mediterranean-

wide !nteraction, which seems improbable now. The natural 

concl'lSion, then, is that the Mediterranean will continue to 

be pJ 1qued by its crises, incoherence, and the interventions of 

outsLde powers who largely determine the state of affairs in 

this unsettled part of the world. 
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Crises are as numerous as ever in the Mediterranean. Even more so, 
however, if one considers the area which stretches from the Northern Atlantic 
shores of Morocco to Central Asia, pushing southward as far as the Horn of 
Africa. This area is much larger than the Mediterranean. However, , crises 
arising in this wider area are closely intertwined by ideological', 'ethnic and 
political factors, such as islamism, assertive nationalism, inter-Arab 
rivalries, Arab-African disputes and by the fact that boundaries of poorly 
connstituted new States often cut across established ethnic and religious 
solidarities. For these reasons, when considering Mediterranean security, one 
cannot help identifying the Mediterranean with the wider "arc of crises" 
professor Brzenzinsld. used to talk about. TWenty years ago the many different 
regions included in this "arc of crises" were strategically separated and Nato 
was essentially preoccupied with the Soviet presence in the Mediterranean. 
Today these different regions have merged and the Mediterranean, more or less 
consciously, has become short hand for a "Southern Flank" which has expanded 
tremendously. 

The reasons this environment is dangerous are not fundamentally different 
from those Western countries used to identify ten or twenty years ago: 
continued instability in the area could only too easily combine with the 
important Soviet presence in the Mediterranean and in the Caucausus - and today 
in Afghanistan and the Horn of Africa as well. This situation makes both the 
defense of the Central European Front and access to South-west Asia more 
difficult for the Western powers. 

However, relative to even only ten years ago, important circumstancies 
have changed. As I have· just said, the theatre has expanded to include more 
crises. These crises are interrelated and this fact constitutes a crucial 
factor in making crises intractable. The most evident case in point is the war 
between Iran and Iraq. Thanks to a number of ideological and political factors 
(Irani~?-n involvement in the Palestinian issue via anti-imperialism, its 
alliance with Syria, etc.), Iran has come to be a ·factor in inter- Arab 
politics, to the point that the war can be considered de facto as the first 
great inter-Arab war in contemporary history. This entaglement has confronted 
external powers with thorny trade-offs. Similar problems, though on a lesser 
scale, led to complications in other cases as well. Furthermore, the tendency 
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of regional crises to get entangled is emphasized by ·the emergence of new 
transnational factors, such as fundamentalism and terrorism as well as a fresh 
anti-Western impetus. These new factors add crucial new dimensions to old 
crises and make them more numerous and complicated • 

•••••• 
'lhese events have made the issue of the allied presence out of the Nato 

area more and more urgent. The Usa has encouraged the European allies to 
operate direct interventions or to intervene side by side with them. Otherwise 
the European allies have been asked to increase their own capabilities on the 
European Front to allow .American forces to move out of the Nato area. More or 
less the Europeans have responded. If one has to appreciate prospects, in 
relation to the fact that instability in the Southern Flank is likely to 
continue unabated·, a balance sheet is in order. 'Ibis balance sheet doesn't seem 
very positive. '!here are basic dissensions between the Usa and Western Europe, 
as well as among European countries themselves, regarding how to manage crises, 
their origins and cures. Moreover, the absolute pragmatism and unevenness which 
govern allied cooperation in the Southern Flank, in the absence of even a 
modicum of institutionalization and fairness (that is, sticking to the rules of 
the game), is detrimental to the effectiveness of allied policies in the area, 
not to speak about inter-allied relations. 

Dissensions and ineffectiveness are due to a number of elements which it 
may be worth noting here. First, while the Europeans are convinced that local 
security perceptions are the starting point to come to manage or to solve 
crises, the Usa is looking at the region from an exclusively East-West angle. 
The tendency of the .American administration is to cash in the "American option" 
taken by an important group of Arab countries -the so called "moderate" 
countries- as an asset on East-West ground. At the same time it doesn't take 
any interest in assuring its consistency with local security perceptions. In 
the eyes of Arab opinion this means that the ".American option" is not paying. 
As a consequence it isolates governments and their policy of staying allied 
with the West. It emphasizes anti-Western feelings, reinforces Islamic 
opposition domestically and exposes Arab allied countries to "more principled" 
regimes -like Damascus- and anti-imperialist countries -like Iran. As a result 
pro-Western aligll!lents weaken and their weakeness is certainly among the causes 
for the clear shifts underway in the region as far as the East-West balance of 
power is concerned. Moreover, in the eyes of local allied powers -as in the 
case of the Arab Gulf countries- this American attitude is turning Western 
countries from security guarantors into factors of insecurity. 

Second, .American and European attitudes regarding the possibility of 
inviting responsible cooperation from the Soviet Union are also different. 
Apart from a number of propagandistic moves, like the recurrent proposal to 
withdraw the respective fleets from the Mediterranean, prospects for an 
International Conference on the Middle East and more generally, for the 
participation of the Ussr into the peace process are more or less regarded 
positively by the Europeans. So were, quite recently, prospects for a Us-Ussr 
cooperation in the Gulf to protect navigation. In European quarters this was 
also considered an opportunity to test the likeliness of a more responsible and 
reliable Soviet attitude toward the region. On th·e contrary, the fundamental 
American attitude, after the very short-lived attempt included in the Joint 
Declaration of 1977, is simply to keep the Ussr out of the region. More or less 
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consciously, the Europeans do not consider this option consistent with their 
security, especially in the very moment East-West summi try is managing to 
reduce tensions inside Europe, while leaving them intact in the Southern Flank. 

Third, there are dissensions on the evolution of terrorism. The Usa look 
at terrorism as at a global factor. As a matter of fact, events in Iran, 
Lebanon and among Palestinians have radicalized existing crises by emphasizing 
on both an ideological and a political level, their anti-imperialist (therefore 
anti-Western and anti-Usa) character of a struggle for liberation from colonial 
rule. It has been chiefly Iran• s role and initiative to project this struggle 
internationally by means of terrorism, as a new form of war, against the Usa 
and other Western targets. Iranian initiative has brought about a more general 
radicalization of other crises and has encouraged and revived the use of 
terrorism from other quarters as well. At least under regional eyes, this war 
waged against the Us a is successful and it is certainly true that the Usa did 
not manage to counter it either in Lebanon (wherefrom they withdrew under a 
succession of blows) or elsewhere. This actually amounts to a ·threat to their 
international status of superpower which cannot be easily tolerated. Though 
indirectly, it is also true that it plays into the hands of the Ussr. In this 
sense, terrorism is a global factor. Still -so European argument runs- bombing 
over Beirut and Tripoli are useless because Western countries are here again 
confronted with a new manifestation of old regional factors, that require 
political as well as military responses. Military responses alone may be 
counterproductive. 

Who is right? Comparing two cases of Western intervention in regional 
conflicts, the French combination of military presence with subtle intra- Chad 
and inter-African diplomacy appears to have been much more successful than the 
presence of the Western Multinational Force in Lebanon, that acted on the basis 
of different political approaches to the problem and a Us policy that proved 
mistaken. Actually, while the Italians were there to "protect Palestinians" 
-according to the terms of reference given by their Parliament-, French 
intervention was motivated by their sup!") sed "national 11 interests. On the other 
hand, the Americans supported a Lebanese national unity based on the Israeli 
policy of Maronite dominance and a separate peace of Lebanon with Israel. Quite 
obviously this policy provoked national disunity and the upheaval of the 
Shi'ites against Israel (and the Usa) in South Lebanon, a problem which 
previously didn't exist. 

• ••••• 
These arguments may only be polemic. The real issue lies elsewhere, 

specifically in the general rationale of the Mediterranean policies more or 
less consciously carried out by the Usa, the Northern and Central European 
countries and those in Southern Europe. 

As pointed out by Stefano Sil vestri ( 1) , there are two ways of looking at 
the Southern Flank of Nato. There is a "safety belt" approach, based on the 
assumption that this region is crisis prone and basically unmanageable without 
the direct intervention of the Superpowers. Western focus in the area should 
therefore be on "damage limitation" and the principle instrument would be 
military policy and the capacity to enforce external will on local powers. A 
second approach, aiming at "overall stability•, is based on the idea that 
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Mediterranean instability can be cured because there is in the area a growing 
awareness of the existence of very important shared interests between 
Mediterranean and European countries. The instruments of such policy would be 
more of an economic and political, rather than military, nature. 

Of course this is only a first i·ntellectual framework of analysis. As a 
matter of fact, one has to r.emember that it was the Federal Republic of Germany 
to contribute decisive support to Portugal and Spain at the moment they got rid 
of their old total! tarian ·regimes. This policy fit very well with the "overall 
stability" approach despite the fact 1 t was carried out by a Central European 
country. In any case, this difference exists, and particularly in the more 
recent years 1 t separates Southern European fr0111 other European countries and 
especially the Usa. No one of course would willingly resort to force when other 
ways are readily available. Still, there is a great difference between a policy 
of "consensus gathering" and a policy of "decision sharing". The first is in 
search of clients, the second of allies. 

Today, Southern European countries -as well as moderate Arab allies- which 
are expected to be on the forefront of the out-of-the-area cooperation policy 
find themselves subjected to a Us "consensus gathering" approach rather than to 
one of "decision sharing". The absence of a multilateral institutional 
framework similar to that of Nato with the aim of sharing analyses and 
decisions, however, may be detrimental to the success of such cooperation. 
Bilateral cooperation between the Usa and the different Mediterranean countries 
will er ea te only tensions and contradictions. S0111e institutionalization is 
badly needed both among Atlantic Allies and among the latter and the Arab 
allies. In the same sense, poor institutionalization is a problem which affects 
the Europeans as well. European cooperation could provide strong support for 
Southern European countries at the very manent they cooperate (or quarrel) with 
the Usa over crises management in the Southern Flank. Present European 
Political Cooperation, however, is helpful but totally insufficient. As a 
consequence Southern European countries remain isolated, faced with crises 
which are of concern to everybody but involve them more i=edia tely. 
Furthermore, while their initiatives are stimulated, the absence of an 
appropriate institutional enviroment may turn such initiatives into sources of 
tension with the Usa. 

• ••••• 
Clearly Italy is for many reasons deeply involved in the issues I have 

just discussed. As a matter of fact Italy is participating in Unifil and the 
Mfos; has participated in the successive Multinational Interposition Forces in 
Lebanon and in the Red Sea minesweeping operations; has extended a guarantee to 
Malta's neutrality. Despite a number of reservations and conditions, these 
missions have been approved by the opposition as well. Perhaps the most 
important trend amidst this Mediterranean reorientation is the debate about 
reshaping the Italian military model, to date almost entirely directed toward 
the defense of Nato•s South-eastern Front (i.e. the North-eastern boundary of 
the Peninsula). In 1985 the Defence White Paper clearly identified a number of 
new missions in the Southern Flank and gave guidelines for re-organizing forces 
and adopting necessary weapons systems. More or less this transformation of the 
Italian military instrument has started and, if 1 t will be pursued, 1 t will 
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become an important factor in the debate on the Italian Mediterranean role. At 
the same time the Italian goverment, particularly under Mr. Craxi' s guidance, 
has engaged in an active diplomacy directed toward support for the moderate 
Arab countries and their efforts to involve the Plc's mainstream in peace 
negotiations. 

Whit these Mediterranean debates and initiatives underway, in 1985 and 
1'986 Italy has been affected by two serious crises: first, the "Achille Lauro" 
liner hijacking followed by events at the Sigonella military base, after the 
Americans had diverted and forced to land the Egyptian aircraft carrying the 
authors of the "Achille Lauro" hijacking and their bosses; second, the 
succession of American clashes with Libya and the Libyan attempt to bomb tqe 
American guarded Loran station on the islet of Lampedusa with two missiles. 

The •Achille Lauro-Sigonella" crisis shed a vivid light on the existing 
differences of opinion between Southern European countries -Italy in the event
and the Usa. The entire sequence was managed by the Italian goverr:ment with two 
main priorities in mind: first, the aim of saving Mr. Arafat as the essential 
partner in the Jordanian-Palestinian process; second, and perhaps most 
important, the aim of protecting Egyptian role and credibility in the 
inter- Arab arena. The Italian goverr:ment' s decision to allow Mr. Abul Abbas to 
leave despite American pressures has proved carefully justified on legal 
grounds. However, that decision was taken essentially for political reasons. 
The nature af that decision underscores the emergence of the kind of 
dissensions I have described above: the Usa wanted to give priority to -
terrorism as a global factor, while Italy has given priority to regional 
factors. 

As a consequence of the "Achille Lauro"-Sigonella crisis, the govermental 
coalition split and this split caused--the first govermental crisis Italy has 
suffered since the second World War as a result of foreign and security 
policies. The split occurred between those who were willing to maintain Italian 
political options in the Mediterranean and those who suggested that these 
options were untenable in view of the tensions they were causing in Italy's 
relationship with its major ally. Originally a regional affair, the "Achille 
Lauro"-Sigonella crisis evolved into a major crisis between Italy and the 
United States. At the end the goverrnnental crisis was overcome by a shared· 
decision of the coalition to get closer to the American notion of terrorism by 
downgrading the Italian Mediterranean policy profile. 

The incidents in the Gulf of Sidra and the bombing of Tripoli and Benghazi 
in the first months of 1986, after Libya had been identified by Washington as 
the sponsor of the attacks at the Rome and Vienna airports in December 1985 and 
other terrorist acts in the following months, led to similar consequences in the 
relationship between i taly and the Usa. Again, Italy corrected its 
Mediterranean policy amidst furious domestic wrangles. 

Many lessons were taught by these events. The Italian opposition has 
complained about the role of Nato, but problems arose precisely because ~late 
was not there to regulate relations among the allies. The absence of 
institutions in the Southern Flank has left Italy isolated in its bilateral 
relationship with its major ally. Corrections made by the Italian goverrnnent to 
it_l!l Mediterranean policy are a good example of •consensus gathering" vs. 
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"decision sharing". This absence of institutions must be also noted on the 
European side. In order to counter American pressures, Italy tried to rely on 
the European Political Cooperation framework. However, Epc' s weakness prevented 
European countries from producing firm decisions and, most of all, prevented 
Epc from offsetting the Atlantic institutional vacuum. Again, Italy remained 
isolated. 

As I have already noted, because of the absence of a multilateral 
procedure, security in the Southern Flank suffers from contradictions. The Usa 
wants the allies to take initiatives but is not ready to accept their 
initiatives. When dissent erupts, the only procedure left to reconcile policies 
is that of bilateral relations. But bilateralism between individual allies and 
the guide of the Alliance is not a heal thy procedure. It brings about tension 
and frustration and discourages precisely the aim of the out of the Nato area 
cooperation, that is allied initiative and contribution. 

****** 
Isolation is a more important point than generally believed when 

discussing Italy's contribution to the Southern Flank security is concerned. 
The Italian tendency to remain isolated on this issue is both subjective and 
objective. From an objectve point of view, Italy is within the Mediterranean 
the only country fully and stably integrated into the Alliance and its military 
organization. From a subjective point of view. one must note that the domestic 
debate on Italy's presence in the Southern Flank is proceeding as if Italy 
would be expected act alone. Military and political factors are not envisioned 
in a strategy with the ailn of balancing weapons acquisition and firm political 
alliances. The new military model is designed as if Italy had to' implement a 
complete defense on multiple fronts.---

As for the first point, Nato• s actual position today in the Southern Flank 
leaves Italy in a position of singularity. To begin with, Portugal only very 
formally can be considered a Mediterranean country. History, economy and 
politics set the identity and the interests of this country definitely 
elsewhere. It is difficult to imagine Portugal as a country more actively 
interested in Eastern Mediterranean than, say, Dermark. France and Spain, 
definitely members of the Alliance, do not belong to its military organization 
and, while France does not have any bilateral military agreement with the Usa, 
Spain is reducing its military bilateral relationship with Washington. As for 
Greece and Turkey, their attitudes toward Nato are very different. However the 
real point is that their dispute is creating increasing reservations regarding 
their actual participation into the life of the Alliance (ex.: military 
exercises). As a consequence of this situation, Italy may be faced by more 
security demands from Nato and the Usa than it can actually meet. This question 
is not only a military one. It is chiefly political. Different degrees of 
integration into the Alliance coupled with a very poor institutional 
environment once again may easily leave Italy isolated in its bilateral 
relationship with the Usa. At the same time, it may well create expectations 
which in the end will never be shared and/or supported either by Northern 
European or by Southern European allies. 

From a subjective point of view, isolation comes from the tendency to 
develop a military Mediterranean role more rapidly and organically than its 
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political counterpart. Despite explicit warnings on the part of the 1985 White 
Paper, the debate on· the new military model is going on as though Italy could 
assemble a full collection of weapons systems in order to accomplish all· the 
necessary missions. It is clear that there are limits and that the upgrading of 
the international profile of the country requires a sensible and feasible mix 
of weapons, economic ties and alliances. A secure Mediterranean enviroment 
depends first of all on the capacity to create a firm and stable network of 
consensus, economic links and political alliances. Military quarters tend to 
underestimate this point. After the Libyan attempt to bomb Lampedusa, the three. 
armed forces have stressed the necessity to strengthen Italian security by 
shopping lists as exaggerated as to lose any credibility. On the other hand, 
the goverment, as we saw when discussing the "Achille Lauro"-Sigonella crisis, 
attaches a decisive importance to alliances in the Mediterranean. However, its 
initiative has not been steady, rather sanewhat uneven, and it seems more 
focussed on the Middle East than on the overall Southern Flank. Its major 
weakness lies with its limited attention to the strong links any Italian policy 
must maintain with the allies. At the same time the institutional point I have 
raised .here seems alien to Italian vision. The consequence is, sanewhat 
ironically, a risk of self-isolation • 

•••••• 
The overall environment of Southern Flank security is a problem for both 

Italy and the Alliance. If Italy's isolation can· not be overcane, its 
contribution to the security of the area will bring about tension. This tension 
could convince it to withdraw its contribution. It could also damage Italy's 
overall political equilibrium, domestically and internationally. This in turn 
would be damaging to Alliance interests as well as to security prospects in the 
region. 

The Itali.an goverment seems aware of this position of isolation and 
singularity. To deal with it, it has generally tried to develop political and 
diplomatic relations with both the Euro~ean and the Arab countries of the 
Mediterranean. Beyond bilateral relations it has also tried to develop forms of 
collective understanding. At the time it decided to extend a neutrality 
guarantee,. it asked a number of other Mediterranean states to participate in 
this guarantee. More recently, in 1986, Mr. Craxi championed the creation of a 
Euro-Mediterranean "support group•, which was expected to involve three Nato 
countries (Italy, France and Spain) and three non-~igned countries 
(Yugoalavia, Egypt and Algeria). None of these initiatives has succeded. The 
relevant point, however, is that, even if such initiatives had had the chance 
to succeed, still they would have required the support of the Alliance to 
become effective. It may be that the reason they did not succeed is that this 
support was missing. In any case, without this support, any initiative by Italy 
or another group of countries would create tension within the Alliance and· in 
the end this tension would not allow any initiative to work. 

As I have already noted, the coalition led by Mr. Craxi has initiated a 
number of policies related to the Southern Flank. However, these policies have 
been carried out as part of the Italian domestic decision process and not as 
part of a collective European or Atlantic understanding. It is true that in 
carrying out its policies, Italy has kept duly in- touch with the 
European-Atlantic network, but policies have been implemented on an independent 
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basis. For, example, at the end of 1985, when Italy was about to assume the 
European presidency, it requested its European partners to endorse its pclicy 
of explicit support for Arafat and the Jordanian-Palestinian negotiations. 
Italy failed to obtain their support and nevertheless maintained its indepedent 
policy. This procedure is definitely mistaken. Italy should submit proposals 
within existing allied institutions, seek consensus and joint action in the 
Mediterranean by clauses of non-singularity. Its diplomacy must apply first to 
allied institutions. 

Nevertheless, the problem cf American unilateral initiatives remains. Nato 
can endorse Mediterranean initiatives to a very limited extent only. European 
Political Cooperation is closer to such a competence, but it is in itself very 
weak. As a consequence, out--of-area operations and pclicies are dominated and 
fundamentally directed by the bilateral relationship between single 
Mediterranean countries and the Usa. I have already argued that bilateralism 
and the absence of a multilateral institutional framework seems to me 
detrimental to both inter-allied relationship and to Souther Flank security 
effectiveness. The need for some form cf institutionalization of security 
relations in the Southern Flank remains perhaps the most important problem at 
stake. ' 

( 1 J Political Factors Affecting Cooperation between Italy, Greece and Turkey, 
paper presented at the International Seminar organised by the Istituto Affari 
Internazionali, the Panteios Schocl of Political Science and the Foreign Policy 
Institute on "Prospects and problems of Cooperation between Greece, Italy and 
Turkey", Castelgandolfo (Rome), 20-22 December 1986. 
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- ·2 At the present time, the security policy of the two nations of 

the Iberian Peninsula is fully integrated in_ the context of European 

and !;'/est ern defence. . Portugal has been a member of NATO· since 1949 

and Spain joined in 1982·. In the sixties, Portugal redirected its 

security policy because it considered its African provinces to be more 

important than the metropolitan territory in Europe• As a result, in 

order to deal 1·1ith the resolutions of the UN and the new situation of 

international interventionism, through liberation movements and guerilla 

warfare, the cream of the Portuguese army and military equ~pment was 

transferred to Africa. Portugal gradually divested itself of its military 

obligations in Europe. The division which had been assigned to NATO 

ltith twenty-four thousand men, comprising three brigades 1-iith engineering, 

artillery and service support, disappeared as part of a complete 

restructuring of the army, designed to adapt it to the new kind of warfare 

The basic units 1~ould be light-armed. Courses and training were to be 

centred on guerilla warfare rather than conventional \·Tarfare and NATO 

training. 

It was the April revolution that gradually changed once again the 

role of the Portuguese armed forces, giving them a new mission, following 

the selective and rapid decolonization of the African provinces. In 

this way, after th& failed coup by the communists, the Portuguese armed 

forces reverted to their proper mission of national defence, renouncing 

an inappropriate political r6le. NATO was the framework that made this 

reorganization possible. 

As for Spain, after the signing of the agreements with the United 

States in 1953 and the tripartite talks between the General Staffs of 

Spain, Portugal and the United States, in 1956, the link with European 

and ~/este= security was forged. The lack of political approval for 

the Franco regime meant that the the link with NATO was an indirect and 

humiliating one, of a quasi-colonial nature. It is this situation that 

it is now a question of organizing in terms of equality, in spite of 

the serious political errors that have been made,due to ignorance of 

Spain's r6le in the defence of the \Veste= \otorld. 



-. 
The two peninsular nations share quite similar security interests. 

Portugal has a pronounced interest in the Atlantic, owing to the fact 

that the shores of its metropolitan territory are washed by this ocean 

and also because of the territories of the Azores archipelago and the 

islandsof Madeira. The Azores are undoubtedly the territory with the 

best geo~trategic position, and this is the reason for the keen interest 

that the United States has taken in obtaining faciwities there. 

Spain has interests both in the Atlantic and the Mediterranean, 

which give it a special position as regards Portugal. However, it 

should be emphasized that the Iberian Peninsula is a strategic unit, for 

if this aspect is forgotten or ignored, it could lead to an artificial 

approach on the part of the two peninsular nations. 

The \vestern nations need to maintain their defence system vis-a-vis 

the Warsaw pact. To put it in more concrete terms, EUrope cannot decline 
' -

to maintain its positions on th~ southern front. It is in this 

perspective that we. must view the security policy that Spain pursues and 

must further deploy in the area, taking into account at the same time 

its own peculiar features and perceptions. 

Security in the Hedi terranean 

The Mediterranean is a complex area in European security. It marks 

the convergence of the area covered by NATO and the territorial waters 

of the North African States from the Haghreb to the Machrek. All the 

countries on the southern shores of the Mediterranean are or consider 

themselves to be non-aligned countries; they are also Arab and t-luslin:i 

countries 'nth political, cultural, social and re]gious characteristics 

appreciably different from thae of Europe. The Mediterranean marks the 

intersection of two important axes, the East-\ifest axis of deterrence 

between NATO and the 111arsaw Pact, and the North-South di vid i.ng line 

bet'tteen developed and less developed countries. 

From a purely strategic point of vie11, it must be stressed that 

there is no strategic unit in the Mediterranean, although it does itself 

constitute a strategic entity. There is no one dominant power in the 

region. The Sixth Fleet confers a certain degree of unity on NATO'S 



southern flank. Since the Mediterranean; thanks to its straits, is 

a privileged channel of communication between East and West,· the naval 

factor is fundamental. The Mediterranean provides room for manoeuvre 

and for stationing forces, and enables vigilance to be exercised and 

forces deployed, precisely because.· it is also a border area and buffer 

region bet~1een three continents. 

Confining ourselves to the vlestern f1editerranean, we shall now try 

to expand on some of these ideas. 

The.· view of security policy held by the countries of the southern 

shores of the Hediterranean, the Maghreb countries in the strict sense, 
NATO 

is different from that of the \'lestern/countries of the northern shores, 

i.e. Spain, France and Italy. 

Morocco is an Atlantic and Mediterranean country, although the 

Atlantic dimension takes precedence over the Mediterranean. It occupies 

a singularly important geostrategic position, and together with Spain 

is responsible f'or the Straits of Gibraltar, that unavoidable passage. 

on the sea routes between \'/est and East, between Europe and Africa. But 

Morocco regards itself at the same time as Arab and African. This 

explaiins why its policy has veered tmqards non-alignllient. Nevertheless, 

there are a few qualifications· to be made. Algeria too has considered 

itself' ever since independence as an Arab, African and non-aligned 

country. Yet Algeria has never granted facilities or bases to f'oreign 

countries, not even to the Soviet Union, despite the f'act that most of 

its \qar material is of Soviet origin. Morocco has not advocated the 

w)-thdrawal of f'oreign troops and bases from the Nedi terranean as 

Algeria has so clearly done, although it takes a negative view of' the 

accumulation of forces and destructive 11eapons systems in this sea, 

condemns the policy of blocs and disapproves of the way the great powers 

look upon the southern shores. of the t•lediterranean from the 

standpoint of their strategic value. 'de may also add that there is in 

Horocco a certain dichotomy bet\qeen the popular base and the more 

nationalist political parties -on the one hand, and the policy advocated 

by the king on the other. The king seeks to link his kingdom to the 

European countries and NATO, using the geostrategi'c value of his country 



as a lever. It can be stated that a large proportion of the popular 

base has a deep-rooted proclivity towards non-alignment. This is an 

element 1·1hich is frequently forgotten in many analyses and which can 

~-

set limits on the palace's freedom of movement and explain the s~prising 

changes of attitude towards certain countries that have occasionally 

taken place. Something similar could be said of Tunisia, in spite of its 

considerable differerue as regards political development. Tunisia view 

the Nedi terranean as. a sea for co-operation between Africa and Europe. 

In this context, it must be pointed out that Spain's policy, until 

a few months before· the holding of the referendum on whether or not 

the country should stay in NATO, was broadly in harmony >·li th that of 

the Haghreb countries. Spain \vas seeking a certain degree of autonomy, 

criticized the then fasionable "militarization of political thought", 

considered it necessary to reduce the role of the nori-l1editerranean 

powers in the area, calling for the withdra~1al of foreign fleets, and 

did not even regard collaboration 1vith Italy :in a very favourable light, 

since it ~1as a country fully integrated into the Atlantic Alliance. 

Fortunately, the clarification of Spain's position in the Western defence 

structure brought with it a re-shaping of this policy framed by Minister 

Fernando Moran. At the present time, Spain has regular institutionalized 

meetings both with France and JC~~, where possible collaboration in 

the Mediterranean area is discussed. 

This quest for a certain degree of autonomy underlies the type of 

security policy outlined in the Prime Hinister's "ten-point declaration" 

made to the Spanish parliament on 23 October 1984. 

The following points should be brought out: 

1. - Spain ~tould remain within NATO, but not in the integrated military 

structure. 

2.- There would be a readjustment in the bilateral defence relations 

1v"i th the United States, in an attempt to secure a reduced presence 

of forces and support facilities in Spain. 

3.- No nuclear weapons. in Spain • 

. 4.- Restoration of Gibraltar to Spanish sovereignty.· 



5.- Conclusion of defence cooperation agreements with other ~lestern 

European countries. 

This does not mean that the Spanish Government does not clearly 

perceive the existence of threats in the ~1estern Mediterranean from 

the '.~arsaw Pact. The general national defence plan was approved by the 

Government on 31 July 1985, and three months later the Joint Strategic 

Plan was also passed. This latter plan sets out the main strategic 

objectives of the Armed Forces, the threats in existence, courses of 

action to counter them and the aim of the joint Force. The chief threat 

w·as defined as coming from the· ltlarsa~T Pact and the traditional "threat 

from the south" lost its previous importance. This aspect is very· 

significant since it entails an important change. As a result of the 

conflicts and \·lars \vhich took place bet~1een Spain and the Kingdom of 

Horocco after decolonization (we may recall Ifni or the ~/estern Sahara), 

and the Moroccan claim to Ceuta, Melilla and the Rocks, Spain gradually 

became accustomed to thinking in terms of a potential threat from the 

south. This was the context of the requests for arms and the· preparatory 

negotiations with the United States for the renewal of the agreements 

on bases and facilities after 1963. Later came the impression of a 

possible threat from Algeria because of its general policy, and also 

because of the Soviet instructors and material it had rec~ived. In 

thisway the threat in the western Hediterranean was characterized at 

the end of the sixties not only by Noroccan irredentism but also by 

the deployment of the Soviet Fleet and by fear of forces controlled 

by proxy coming from Algeria. There \•ras talk of _a possible limited 

attack and of guerilla warfare in the area of South-East Spain and the 

Straits of Gibraltar. 

This perception of possible threats became consolidated and it can 

be said that it was not until a few years ago that an in-depth review 

was carried out, reconsidering the Algerian position, in view of the 

new ap~roaches adopted by President Chadli Benyedid, and assessing the 

possibilities of Moroccan irredentism. In this context, the closer 

relations,.with Algeria and Horocco, including military co-operation, 

(a process. that has gone much ·further with l'lorocco than it has' with: 
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Algeria), have made it possible to re-assess the perception of threats. 

still pending is the problem posed by Morocco's claim to the Spanish 

cities of Ceuta m1d Meillia, the Rocks and the Chafarinas Islands, and 

this is a question on which the Spanish Government does not intend to 

embark on a negotiating process,- unless events were to occur 11hich 

changed. the essential features of the situation, such as, for example, 

a change in the perfentage composition of the. population of the cities. 

Spain considers the stability of the Maghreb countries to be a positive 

factor for the security of the Nedite=anean and seeks in conjunction 

with other countries to contribute. to this stability, which is not.merely 

political but also economic:, and to the solving of certain conflicts, 

such as that of the \'lestern Sahara, on solid foundations that 1rill 

enable a lasting settlement to be reached. It should be pointed out 

that the outbreak of crises and limited conflicts in the Nedite=anean, 

including the strains imposed by terrorist attacks, provide the Soviet 

Union with considerable room for man·oe.uvre through indirect strategy. 

This is an aspect l'lhich must not be neglected. 

In view of the foregoing considerations, it can be unde~stood 

that the central axis of dete=ence and defence for Spai~should have 

its centre of gravity in the Straits of Gibraltar. Although the Soviet 

naval presence in the 1'/estern i'ledite=anean is not very large (approxi

mately one fifth of the 50 warships· that are present on average in the 

Medite=anean), Spain helps, or can help even more closely, through 

a strategy of co-operation, to raise. the· level of forces and of 

strategic and logistical power of the lvestern countries within the NATO 

framework. Spain helps to hold back Soviet penetration and to protect 

the sea traffic from the Atlantic - roughly t1·1o hundred ships a day -

which enters the western. Hediterranean through the Straits of Gibraltar. 

Nevertheless, it is as well to underline the fact that, for the 

time being, Spain cannot by itself control with full guarantees the 

Straits and the access routes to them, and this is the reason why at 

the present· time Spain does not call.in question the American presence 

in Rota, in spite of the talks on the reduction in forces. 



Spain's possible contribution is not restricted solely to the 

aeronaval domain in the 1-lediterranean area. 'rhe Army can also 

make an important contribution by increasing the mobiility of some of 

its units and setting up a rapid deployment force for"the southern 

front, a task \vhich has been under study in recent years. 

• 

In any case, any possible Spanish missions in the \vestern 1''edi terra

ne an vlill depend on the cooueration agreements ~li th NATO which are 

being negotiated at the present time. It should also be emphasized that 

the Spanish proposals for a reduction in the American military presence 

basically affect the tactical air wing 401, \vhich is entrusted 1·1i th 

tactical nuclear missions on the southern 11edi terranean front in cases 

of crisis or conflict. On this point the Spanish argument is that the 

incorporation of Spain into NATO is a much greater contribution to 

~1estern defence than \'lhatever significance might be attached to the 

Spanish bases where the Americans have back-up facilities and 

authorizations to make use of them. Hmvever, it is not readily 

understandable why the Spanish Government believes that it is possible 

to dispense with this air wing 401 of F-16 aircraft, "maintaining 

the overall defence capacity", ~1ithout the Spanish armed forces having 

to take on "certain responsibilities and missions currently carried out 

by the armed forces of the United States in Spain." 

Security in the Atlantic region 

In this field close collaboration bet\veen Spain and Portugal is 

imperative, though each country must attend to its own special 

features. 

Much of the Spanish coastline is washed by the Atlantic Ocean. 

The Canary archipelago occupies a position of great importance on 

the sea lanes which cross the Atlantic from the Persian Gulf or South 

Ameri.ca. 

As ~lready indicated, the Spanish Joint Strategic Plan establishes 

as a priority item the development of an adequate deterrent capability 

for the effective aeronaval control of the Straits.of,Gibraltar and 
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their access routes. The Canary archipelago and the Balearic 

archipelago in the !1edi terranean make it possible to flank the southern 

area of the Peninsula. This is the reason for the.formation of the 

"Balearics-Peninsula-Canaries" Axis as a crucial zone for the defence of 

Spain. This Axis also has a.political implication, namely the linking 

of the Canary archipelago ~~ith the peninsular territory, to counter the 

pretensions· of third parties l~ho have been trying to foster independence 

movements and neutralization. It should ho>~ever be pointj)d out - and 

this is generally recognized in Spain - that the use of the 1110rd 

"Peninsula" is not really very sui table in that it covers t110 different 

nations; Spain and Portugal. The only purpose in using it is to modify 

the underlying conception in the long-standing denomination "Balearics

Straits-Canaries Axis", which did not include the projection of l.and 

and air poi'ler over the sea. 

Nevertheless, the maritime area off the Cantabrian coast should 

not be forgotten as a "projection zone" to111ards the North Atlantic. 

Portugal's perception of possible threats on the Atlantic access 

routes to the Straits of Gibraltar is fully shared by Spain. In this 

area, the. principal threat to sea communications comes from submarines 

and the deployment of mines. The capacity of the Spanish and Portuguese 

naval forces, including the Spanish combat group, does not provide full 

control of the Atlantic access routes nor does it permit other operations 

to be carried out, such as support for a land campaign, except in 

very hypothetical localized conflicts on the African Atlantic coast. 

These are for the time being unlikely, although it must be remembered 

that Madeira and above all the Canary Islands are t110 excellent spring

boards for aeronaval deployment in the area. 

Collaboration in this region of the Atlantic is not at the present 

time obstructed by any kind of dispute over the command structure, and 

Portugal, because of its experience in IBERLANT and also V/ESTLANT could 

be extremely useful to Spain in the new stage that is beginning with 

the negotiation of the collaboration agreements with NATO. 

Ho·.·rever, there a.z:e certain reservations to be m·ade about approaches 



>·Thich are still commonly seen in lectures and publications, both in 

Spain and in Portugal. Although the protection of convoys is still 

NATO doctrine, this doctrine can no longer be interpreted in the same 

way as it was in the forties and fifties. It is necessary to go beyond 

the sea lanes of the Canaries-Peninsula-Balearics Axis in order to 

gain effective control of the lines of communication, ~n the face of 

the threat posed by a ship or submarine armed ~Tith cruise missiles. 

In short, the defence of this area cannot be restricted to a point or 

a line·, nor does it offer the same aeronaval protection possibilities 

as the Mediterranean does, despite the fact that there have been writers 

who have referred to the area bounded by the Peninsula, the Azores, 

Hadeira and the Canary Islands. as a "second Nediterranean". 

l'le have deliberately left out of consideration the issue of the 

Gibraltar dispute between Spain and the Un~ted Kingdom. Gibraltar oc~upie 

a very sensitive position on the Spanish Canaries-Peninsula-Balearics 

Axis and is perhaps the most important obstacle to the full military 

integration of Spain in NATO. 
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Gecgraphically locatec.i in a zone of trar.sition bet\oJeen 

Euro;:>e and !lirica, l:<o; t11een ::uro!Oe and t.'1e Americas, Portugal 

with its Atlantic archipelagos of "~deira and in particular 

the Ac;ores, is part of an an area of great i~portance in the 

strategy of the Nestern alliance. 

A historian of the beginning of the twenty-first century 

will be able ;:>erhaps to contend that for Portugal the third 

milleniurn started when, after t~.;c years of turmoil, follc\oJing 

the 25 April 19/4, t!"le de<nocrat:ic parties Nere able to opt 

for Euro!?ean inte;;ration and t!1e Atli!ntic Alliance as top 

priorities of Portuguese foreign and defence policy. The 

Euro~_:ean option \,·as coDsolida tea with ~eo:1bership of the 

Euro~_:ean Community as from lst January 1986. 

Porte1guese security priorities have been dominated in 

the tNentieth century by t!le need to maintain a large =lo-
.!IM Titnor 

r.ial emp_i:-e, _frcm ~!a~au, G:Ja, Damfio and Diu,Lin Asia, to 

~:ozarr.bique, Angola, Guinea, S. Tome e Principe and Cape 

Verde, in Africa. Following the.end of the last of the old 

European e~pires, Portuguese foreign and security policies 

have been re-shaped along Euro-Atlantic guidelines, thus 

becoming more similar to those of most members of the liestern 

alliance. These are likely to remain the dc~inant Portuguese 

sec~ity concerns over the last two decades of the twentieth 

century. 
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'ihe shaping of a c!emoc:ratJ.c consensus in favour of NA'IO 

If one tries to lcor: upo0 P::rt·.1guese security ccn:::ern.s 

and de:cr:.ce policy ir. the ~urnin'2 of the century, one must 

bear in mind what has ur:til :-1o· ... : sha~_:eC the ir:ter-national 

p:>sture of Portt.:gal 0 and try to see hc1-1 it may develo;_:> in 

the futu:ce. 

Prior to 1974, Portu;I.Jene Cefence policy was determined 

by the gcostrategi.c p:>sition of the country 0 the ;_:>reservation 

of the empire an~ the cominant anti-Communist ideology. 

Gecgraphically situated in the South Hestern ;_:>eriphery 

of Euro;_:>e 0 with t1>o Atlantic archi;_:>elagcs - Madeira o nearer 

to the African continent than to Europe, and the Azores, en 

the Atlantic Ridge, lying approximately 2,300 miles from t~e 

United States and close to 1,000 miles from the mainland 

Portugal was clearly significant to the strategists who 

shaped the configuration of an American-European alliance 

meant to contain-the Soviet challenge in Central Euro;_:>e; 

all the more so if we take into consideration that Spain 

could not be invited to join, due to Franco's involvement 

with the Axis, and that in the end of the fourties it was 

the conventional dimension of deterrence that was stressed, 

and therefore the reinforcement from the United- States was 

vital. The Azores IVe:-e seen as part o:: the Atlantic- strategic 

border of L~e United States, in a s~~etrical position to 

that of Hawaii, as an importanc refuelling stop for the 

reinforce~ent of Eu~o~e as the Berlin su~ply operation of 

1948-.:9 had already si1o.,n, p:-ov1ding an ideal base for the 

surveillance of the North AtJ..antic and a centre for anti-

submarine warfare. 
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~alazar • s understanding of the imr..ortance of being a 

memeer of an alliance of cemocrat~c countries for his own 

poEtical survival, vie1vec as a \vay of gaining international 

and domestic sup;::crt, was enhanced by the fact that this 

alliance was createci t~ fuce \<~hat ~.;as seen as a Soviet 

rrili. tary threat to h'estern Eur.o:oe a purr:;ose 1·1ell in accord

ar.ce h'i th Salazcr.' s anti-ComT.L~r.ist crusade. 

From 1961 onwards, wher. the war in Pngola began, to 

19/4, the main and alrr.o.st excl:'iJsi· ... ·c fo;-e.:gn and security 

policy concern er the Por .. ouguese re•~lrr.e lay in Africa. In 

19 i·:, more than 150, GOD soldier.3 were fighting in .'mgola, 

~lozalT'bique and Guinea. 'The participation in the Alliance and 

in particular the bilatecal agree~ents with the United 

States, dating back to 1951, -;,·ere also seen as a bargaining 

stance to try to reduce allied opposition to the African 

policy. That was clearly the case during the Kennedy admi

nistration and afterwards, in 1973, in the wake of the Yom 

Kippur war, when premier ~~rcelo Caetano (who was Salazar's 

successor follolving his illness and subsequent death in 

1968) tried with a certain degree of success to convince 

Nixon and Kissinger to find a \'lay around the obstacle raised 

by the Congress in the form of an arms sales embargo. 

When, on the 25th of April 1974 the military, seeking a 

negotiated solution for the African wars, overthre\v the 

regime and the democratic transition began, part of'the 

former political and security concerns disappeared or would 

disappea;· ~1ith t!le f:::>r':hccming inaependence of the African 

colonies. 

'P.le Communist Party, (:lanciest 1ne !:or more t~an fourty 

years, Has for a short 'N'hi..l.e re9arded as an ally o£ the 

democratic parties. 'l~<e So:::i~.l:..st Parcy (PS) had l:een 
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::our..cieC in 1973 ilnd .i:: ;.9:.:1, .:::.o:c~r th:: COULJ, t!1e ot~er two 

major :;:.artles en1erg2::i, th-2 P.v~:ular DE.--mccra tic Party, P?D, 

later re-narr.ed SCCliil-D(;:mocrati:: ?arty, ?SD, and the Party 

of the Democratic and .Social Cc:ntre, CCS, the Portuguese 

Christian Democrats. In l9e5, a new political party, Party 

of I:emocratic Renet.-.·al, PRD, was founded by general Eanes, 

former President of the Re?ublic; this party tries to pass 

as successor to t.i-te democratic military left ...:ithin the 

~X:lvement of the Arr.~ed forces. 

In the post-revolutionary period emerged the notion, 

among the military leaders but alsc arr.ong the political 

leadershitJs and certainly in the t=>ublic o~inion, t:hat 

Portugal had no er.emies anC cculC a£tor0 a more ~eut;al 

position in East-1\est relations. The question was never if 

Portugal should O)?t out of the Atlantic Alliance - not even 

the Comrr.unist Party t:as ever· suggested that r;ossibili ty. 

But fro;n that period ;;a:; left i:1 the Portu,;uese Constitution 

the idea that Portugal should seek the elimination of both 

military alliances - t\ATO ilnd the \\arsaw Pact. We all know 

what such a situation would mean: in the East, it would 

brir.g no change to the gri<J of the Soviet Union over Eastern 

Europe; in the ~lest, it would bring the drifting between 

Europe and the United States. But the Portuguese posture 

subsequent to the 1974 coup has to do with the sentiment 

that there 1;as no need for a strong corr.mitment to the 

Alliance any longer since their 'supportive neutrality' in 

relation to Portuguese African involvement was no longer 

required and since there ~;as no clear perception of an 

external military threat to Portugal, a country far from the 

Euro~ean front, a region of submarine and antisubmarine 

warfare .in NATO tems (and subma<"ir:es are by dehni tion 

ir.v1sible to the eye). 
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It was t:,e evol.ut:!.on ~f t~1·2 d2mocr.atic: political struggle 

in Portugal t~at has 3t1at..-~ th2 present strcng and ideologi~al 

corr.r:1itment to the Atlant1c Alliance. In those years of 1974 

a:1d. 1975, when they 1·1ere fighting for freedom and for democracy, 

the democratic parties were com~lled to overcome their 

differences and unite, t::> align with those sectors of the 

armed forces that opposed a Co~Jnunist takeover, and to seek· 

su~port in the member countries of the Atlantic Alliance. 

Portugal t·;as divided tett·:een the pro-Hestern and pro-European 

forces and the Cormnunis t Party and its allies lv.i thin the 

armed forces 1vi th a cl ea:- support of the Soviet Union. It 

is still a matter of debate '.'f'hetber the Corr.mu:1ist Party and 

the S.ovi.J,t. -~nion actually a.:.d l..vant to tt :F '":"'o/ab · 1 · · · · ~"- '.·iere aest ~ ~z1.n9 tne cot~nt:y 1~ 

seize pc'.-Jer in Portuga: 

orcer. to be able to l:II!J 

••• 6& gnin gre€Jter influence over the indei_.;.endence 

process of the African :::olonie:>. But the fact remains that 

they \oJere gaining ccntrol c£ the econcmy, state bureacracy 

and the media. As a result of the 1974-75 experien~e. the 

Portuguese have clearly taken siaes. But the dictat of 

geography and threat ~rception was responsible for the 

neutralistic attitude still present and with a great deal of 

influence in the general approacl1 to defence issues. 

2. A Euro-Atlantic defence policy 

'The role of Portugal is likely to play in the l~estern security 

system will be shapt."<i not only by security concerns but also 

and especially by domestic fa~tors, including the success of 

European integration. It will of course depend U?Qn the 

development of East-Nest relations; in any case, the current 

evolution of l:oth NA'IO and US strate-,1y, the crisis in nuclear 

deter~ence, t~e emphvsis en the·ccnventicnal dete~rent, the 
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arguments on the present level of US forces in Europe, all 

these factors convey a greater need for reinforcement from 

the United States. Consequently, those factors contribute 

to the United States being more demanding over access to air 

and naval facilities in Portugal, in particular in the 

Atlantic-

~!editerranean direction, all the more since 

a decline of US military presence in Spain is to be expected, 

as the current US-Spanish negotiations seem to indicate. 

The Portuguese attitude is likely to depend as much on the 

evolution of Portuguese party politics and the results of US 

"best efforts" in support of the re-equipment of Portuguese 

armed forces as on the degree in which Portugal will think 

it possible to circumscribe the use of those facilities 

mainly to the European theatre. A major problem for Portu

guese-US relations in the years to come may arise from 

misunderstandings regarding the use of Portuguese bases for 

possible US involvements in the Middle East. 

It was the US need of facilities for out of NATO area 

conflicts, specially the Middle East and the Persian Gulf, 

that was at the centre of the Portuguese-US negotiations for 

the renewal of the defence agreement signed on 13 December, 

1983. Portugal then made it clear that "under no circum

stances can clearance for the use of the Lajes base in the 

Azores be considered as automatic outside the NA'IO area".1 • 

In the present situation, the disproportion between the 

importance of facilities granted to NA'IO allies and the 

means of the armed forces is considerable, and unanimously 

recognised by civilian and military experts. This situation 

is not commensurate with the needs of the country's national 

defence nor with those of the Alliance; the 'void' of military 

power creates the perception in Portugal that, in a situation 
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of Grisis, other forces than Portuguese forces would be 

called upon to act. And here again we find another source 

of difficulties in the relations with the allies. It is 

thought that 'In SI?ite of the country's small I?hysical 

dimensions·, Portugal cannot, due to her !')ast, due to her 

historical wealth, due to her self-consciousness as a nation, 

accommodate herself to a situation that could be defined as 

similar to that of Iceland. "2 

It is not foreseeable that in the near future Portugal 

will be in a position to increase military expenditure 

significantly. On the contrary, the military budget has 

decreased in real terms over the last ten years, and in 1984 

it represented 2.45 percent of the country's GDP. Although 

some degree of rationalisation may be introduced, it will 

not be possible to modernise and re-equip the Portuguese 

armed forces without significant allied aid. 

The willingness to contribute forces to the allied 

security system is clearly shown with the fact that the lst 

Mixed Brigade is earmarked for Northern Italy and that the 

modernisation programme clearly is designed to meet national 

as well as NATO requirements. This is the reason for the 

priority given to frigates and aircraft for anti-submarine 

warfare and to the implementation of air defence systems and 

other naval and air equi!?ffients for the protection of sea 

lanes and Portuguese harbours and airfields. 

The present air-naval orientation of Portuguese strategy 

is stressed in the existing strategic concept documents due 

to "the fundamental strategic importance of the maritime and 

air border and of the interterritorial Sl?ace"3 , that is, the 

Atlantic waters in-between the different coml?Onents of the 

territory of Portugal, the so-called 'strategic triangle' 
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(mainland, r•adeira and the Azores). The definition of the 

role of the army is limited by the fears politicians still 

harbour against possibly remaining political temptations. 

'l'he thorough 'normalization' of politico-military, relations 

in the future will result in a reinforcement of the role of 

government and parliament in the defence decision making 

process. 

At the regional level, it will be necessary to manage 

in the next decade the sensitive process of Spanish integration 

into NA1D. Portugal will oppose any solution that would 

entrust Spain with a role of military co-ordination in the 

area and certainly veto a unified military command for both 

countries. The Portuguese will undoubtedly favour a two

command solution, 1vhich would reinforce Portuguese contrinution 

under SACLAN'l'. One of the subbordinate commands to SACLAN1', 

IBERLANT, for some years under the command of a Portuguese 

admiral, has always been located in Oeiras, near Lisbon. 

If it is more or less clear what the Portuguese contribution 

to Nestern security in a East-11est scenario would be, it is 

less clear what role Portugal lvill be called upon to play in 

North-South military co-operation. As we have stressed, 

there is a close geographic proximity to Africa: the Algarve 

in Southern Portugal is but 220 Km from the Moroccan coasts, 

and Madeira is the most southern position of the NATO command 

structure. The political, economic and demog1·aphic develop

ments in North Africa, tensions within the Mahghreb, the 

fight for hegemony ~nong Algeria, Morocco and Libya, of 

which·the conflict in the l'lestem Sahara is the most specta

cular illustration, are factors that must be taken into 

consideration by Portuguese security policy. Portugal 

sooner or later will need to improve naval and air co-oper-
' 
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:·iore to the sout!l ace s1 tuc1 te:J C;e forr.1-2r Pcrtugues~ 

colonie!:i in rtfcica. l·:iLlt:ilr:_ t.:J-o)ere:rion with them ~-;ill be 

a task that ?ortu\;al w1.l.l ,ave to b~ able to envisage en~ to 

perform, if it ~·.'ants tc ~lay any si:;;nificant par.t in the 

Euro-M rican dialogue. 1hat 1·:oulc of course depend, srecially 

in whilt concecns Angola and ~:Ozar.tbique, on the situation in 

those countries, torn a;)art by civil '"ars that divide also 

the Portuguese and !l'a%e it difficult to respond to their 

military demands. 

3. Economic development and security concerns 

In the years to come, it is possible to forecast that the 

main concern of Portuguese foreisn policy will be the manage

mer:t o£ European economic intecJration. At the same time, 

Portugill will seek a greater ~articipation in the ongoir:g 

process of reinforcin£ the European political and military 

co-ol_)eration, as the applicatio11 for- membership of the 

Western Eurol_)ean Union h·oulci seem to indicate. But the main 

concern \"Duld apl_)ear to be how to succeed in economic inte

gration within Europe, how to turn Portugal into a modern 

country where living standards can com~are with those of 

other European partners. The first indication-of this new 

mood was the accession to the leadership of the two major 

parties, the PS and the PSD, of two well known economists, 

Cavado Silva and Vitor Constancio. "!his new trend, together 

with the fact t~at the memories of the 1974-75 crisis are 

fading away and even if the Communists still carry signific

ant weight (15 percent of the votes in the O:::tober 1965 

general election), can shape a more pragmatic and less 

ideological approach to foreign policy. 
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Gl.lii1ea E.!..ssau, 2. 'for.:e, C'~~:c '-'erG2, an-..:0 in Portu;nl, will 

;riori ":y of their fore.t::n .~rd security :_JOlicies. ·~hat ~vill 

relationship. 

Econcmic develot-~:rc-mt can hatJe a ~;,ositive ef:tect en the 

understar..ding among the t=.o lit ical leaderships of the need 

fo~ a ::lore dynamic external role in tt1e East-Nest but also 

in t~e ~:orth-South direction, and the importance fer havin£ 

modern a~ed forces in that ~~;ar.d. 

.. ·,.:. 

'~~e success of Euror:-ean inte9ration \vould create favourable 

c.:mdition.s to this ap~.Jroach. If it does not succeeO., ho\<~ever 

Portugal can enter into a difficult process that could 

threaten the existiDg pro-Euro~Atlantic consensus. All the 

dor.:estic and e:<ternal conditions exist, however, to prevent 

that from happening. 
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Concept, December 1985. 
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NORTH SOUTH RELATIONS IN THE \<>/ESTERN MEDITERRANEAN 

Towt'lrds the biggest bret'lk of the economic end r;toliticel order of the lest 
century.'?. 

Q.y Dorningo del Pino 

"Theories e~re the nests we need to CE!tch this thing thtit we 
he~ve ctilled the World", wrote Kerl PoppeiJ ( 1)_ I l'lm gltid .. ho\¥ever, to be 
here flS fl journfllist flnd consequently not supposed to produce flny theory. I 
deE!l with fflcts flnd olthough I fldmit that fl little theory is necessflry to 
put fects together, I prefer e more sl<epticE!l epproe~ch of the subjects. 
Andre Melreux seid once: 'The West doesn't stops telking ebout the velues 
it defends, but whet ere those VE!lues?". Western countries tlre certeinly 
defending some velues in the Mediterreneen, but whet ere they reelly 
defending and how fire they defending it?. 

In 19781 WI'IS in Teheran juste few dl'!ys before the Shl'lh"s fl'lll. 
Thl'lt WI'IS my first trip to lren.l telked to I'IS ml'ln'J people as possible. \o\1het 
tM ireniens seid, tlnd whet the europeBns seid, was considerBbly 
different. Finell1.1 I went to see e friend who e~t the time wes the hetld of - . 

the irenien bmnch of El well known spemish bank, end I expleined him whet 
I t1ed been told. "Don't let them fool you", he said to me. "Nothing will 
happen here. The Sher, will take u·,e tanks out to the streets. Ten thousends 
people will die.: one hundred thousemds people will die, but nothing will 
chenge here". The Shah is of course gone. end the wer in the Gulf is there 
to prove, ten years lt'lter, the vitality of the irenien revolution. Diploml'lts 
are today every'Nt·,ere to !'lssess the mounting islt~mic roar of the South 
world, but wherever they e~re, Westeners, es my friend, ket'ip se~ying: 

"Nothing will che~nge here". 
Disregarding the feet the~t the concepts of North-South (2) e~re 

not very precise in whet concerns the Western Mediterrenee~n countries, I 
V>lill dee~l here with "North-South tensions", "South-South tensions", 
"Tensions outside the Western mediterrenee~n" but effecting directly the 
region, e~nd some "Prospects for the future". 

THE SOUTH: LAND AND MEN 
As in the pest, the most important of the South countries, in economy !'lnd 
populetion is, end lives, in the coastel fringe. Except for mining t'lnd oil 
whenever they htwe it, the rest of the territories !!re underdevelopped !'lnd 
pe~rtielly neglected. In spite of the independences obt!lined in the Fifties, 
those th!!t heve governed in the le~st thirty yeers -in feet only five men, 
King Mohcmed V, King He~ss!ln tl, Presidents Hou!lri Boumedienne end Chedly 
Benyedid, and the 5t;pr .. '~mB ngMer Habib Bourguiba- have not succeeded in 
ending the big regionBl disperities th!lt all of them found when their 
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countries becilme independent. In the thr·ee CDses (Algeria, t·Jorocco end 
Tunisie) the economical disperities, coincide 'l'lith the.naturel regions ilnd 
different ethnic qroups. Some tlbrmdoned rur~l zones of the mot-occiln Rif 
live e:<clusively from the bank trilnsfers by the moroccan inmigrents in 
Europe. Trre Greet K11bilia in Algeril'l is the cent er~ of the t•erber resurgence. 

Fertility index in the three countries are threefold or fourfold 
the index in countries of the Nortt1. In Algeriil the fertility is 7.4 child per 
women; in l'lorocco is 6.6 child per woman, and in Tunisia 5.4 child per 
womlln. Treditions end culture rne~de of it e~ tendency very difficult to 
change. Tunisia introduced some years ego femily planning techniques but 
the results have been dissilpointing so far ilnd, in ilny cese, are in open 
reqression. 

Demog6ephic explosion is a f l'lct to be considered l'lnd e reil! ity. 
A moroccen econorni st hes put it l'lbruptl y es f o 11 ows: "For us it is not MY 
more e matter of vote but e matter of eeting". Etlting is precisely the most 
,jifficult thing. \'/hi le the popultltion growths in a geometrictll progression, 
the production ot food in those three countries hes relatively diminished. 
The three of them use to produce et the time of the independence enough 
food to Stltisfy their needs. Today the foods shortness vilry from 30 to 50 
percent of the needs in Algeril'l, Morocco and Tunisia. 

NORTH-SOUTH TENSIONS 
The third ~xtension of the EEC to twelve members (Greece in 1981 end 
~;pain er11j Portugal in 1966) ilnd the possible consequences for the South 
rnediternmeen countries is, by far, the most importent new element in 
this geogrephical 1lree after the independences of the Fifties. Depending of 
the manner in which the EEC will tlpproech the problem, this is going to 
introdLrce et medium or- long term the breekdovvn in tt1e North-South 
reletions in the 1lrea. Consequently the tr!lditional political, soci!ll, 
culturel, and economic order that had prevailed in the North-South 
relations in the Western Mediterranean in the lflst one hundred years will 
be modified. The political, human and economic consequences ere very 
difficult to e•1a l ue~te at present, but they range, symbolically. from the 
request of King Hassan 11 that Morocco be admitted as e member to the 
Treaty of Rome, to the declerstion of the islamist leader Abdessalem 
'r'assine thet "the lranien revolution is en exernple of the need to return to 
the origincl islem, to the rnessege of the Quren, to find the arilb muslims 
roots, fer Bway from the vicious consumerism end search of meteriel 
welfare of the West, and away from the national end artificiel borders 
inlroduced in the muslim world es e result of the Western influence". 
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The whole North of Africa, and the mediterranecn Asitl is 
artJb-musl im, tlnd in those countries, where ill i terccy recches very high 
percenttJges, the Quran is the only culturtJl-politicfll common denomintJtor. 
The f!'lte of the three millions inmigrants from the 1'1oghreb countries thtJt 
live inside the EEC is presently cggr!'IVI:Ited by the extension of the EEC to 
twelve, but is not directly !'lnd exclusively !i consequence of it. The 
necessity to limit the inmigr!'ltion of t·1oghreb workers st~:~rted to be felt 
just cfter the 1973 oil crisis. Some countries like France, which is the one 
with the lflrgest inmigrants community inside its borders, incentivt~ted 

the return to their countries of even those who heve ftcquired penncnent 
residence riqhts. 

This is e problem for the South countries. it furthermore 
coincides with the mt~jor economic crisis in t~ll of them derived from the 
breakdown of :what they c~:~ll the "postco 1 oni cl pact", Umt is, the pri vi I eged 
economic reletions between the former coloniel powers tmd their emcient 
colonies. Just after the independences of f"1orocco and Tunisia -Algerie is e 
special C!lse- from the French (tmd Sptmish) Protector!lte, Fnmce 
m!lintained end even developped the traditional flux of trade with them, 
increasing the dependence of those countries from the French mllrkets. 

~)The 1969 "Association Agreements". 
After the first extension, the EEC started to raise protectionists barriers 
tJgainst Third World tJgricultural products. A new phase in the North-South 
relations W!lS initi!lled in 1969 by the signing of the so C!l!led 
"Associt~tion Agreements". France, to protect its interests, managed to 
introduce in the Trecty of Rome some clcuses recognizing the specificity 
of its rel!ltions with its ancients colonies, and the EEC eccepted the 
mf!i ntenance during f! transitional period of these specific re 1 cti ons. 
Morocccn, Tunisirm, and Algerians products (before the !'llgerian 
independence), were automaticf!lly considered as french products. The 
Association Agreements were however the first officiel regul!'ltion of the 
N~rth-South economic relations. !'lost of the tJgricultur!'ll products of the 
So

1
'uth countries we,re allowed to enter the EEC with import!'lnt reductions· 

I I . , 
of the customs rights, while some other were exempted. Although the 
tendency to'euterchy wes reinforced in the EEC with the Politique Agricole 
Commune (PAC), preferentifil ~:~greements were signed with m~:~ny 
countries. In ptlrtiQul~:~r the EEC signed the Lome Convention with the 45 
ACP (Asian·, · Caribb.eem tlnd Pflcific) countries in repl~:~cement of the 
Vaoun,de Convention. For l'l)ost Moghreb economist this Jell to a stronger 
geographical concentration of their countries commercial rel~:~tions with 
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the EEC. 

Q_) The 1976 "CooP.eretion Agreements". 
From 1969 to 1976 the Europeen Community confirmed U1e economic 
soliderity among its member-s. The "Green Europe" WtlS reinforce,j towtlrds 
egricultunrl selfsufficiency . The monetery mechanisms were harmonised. 
Between 1969 !lnd 1976 the Preferentiel A~reements were extended to 
Spt:lin !lnd lsrtJel, direct competitors of the t:lgriculturel exports of the 
noghreb countries. For the first time negotiations with the South 
i"1editerrenetln countries were globe 1 t:lnd i ne luded fi mmce, techni ea 1 
cooperation end hemdlabour discussions. Limitations ageinst South exports 
were introduced in exchenge of fintJntial compenst:ltions thet f·1orocco end 
Tunisia considered ins(Jfficient. According to noghreb economist these 
Cooperation Agreements resulted in the freezing of their tnlditional 
exports end disturbed tt1e i nci pi ent i ndustri Ill i zat ion because it W!lS rMde 
dependent of con j on11turtl 1 consi de rations tJnd sectori tl] reestructurt:lti on of 
European economies. The inmigrtJtion flux wes stopped, tlnd many workers 
were expelled. That hod negot.ive effect on the economies of the three 
countries, t:lll of them 'Nith excedent ht:lndlabour tJnd unemployed. 
Furthermore, in the three ceses (in lesser extent in the cese of Algeritl), 
the bt~nk trtJnsfers of the inmigrtJnt workers in tt1e EEC hlld started to 
fulfill an structure] function for their economies. In the Ct:lse of Morocco, 
perticultlrly, the tnmsfers of the Morocctln workers htJve tllret:ldy by far 
e:<ceeded u-,e· hard currency income derived from the phosphtJte e;<ports (60 
percent of the Vl'hole e:<ports)(3). 

THE SECOND EXTENSION OF THE EEC TO SPAIN AND PORTUGAL 
The second extension of the EEC in ~lenuary 1986, ctlrne in very 
unftlvoureble circumstances for the South mediternllleen countries. The 
most cheracteristics ftJcts in those societies ere: low economic growth, 
high percentage of unemployement, inflation, dependence of exports. The 
new EEC members are their direct competitors in all the line. Tile 
admission of Spein is tile most fetJred bectJuse of its agricultural potentitll 
and its geographical proximity to EEC markets. Tile moroccans, the most 
affected by it, consider that it will htJve "devt:lstating effects" on their 
economy. ltvitfl Greece, Spf!in end Portugtll, the EEC will be, by the way, 
!lgriculturtllly selfsufficient !lnd in some case (wine and potatoes, for 
instonce) will even have excedents. Furthermore, tile three have too, like 
their South mediterraneen counterperts, high rete of unemployment and 
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consequently the extension will furthermore limit the possibilities to find 
jobs for North African workers. The 1976 Cooperation Agreements ce~me to 
an end and their renegotiation is still pending in the three cases. In 
november 1985 the EEC Council ge~ve instructions to the Commission to 
discuss protocols of egreement with the three ~·1oghreb cpountries es l:l 

result of the EEC extension to Spein end PortugtJl. The negotit~tions with 
f"1orocco, by ft~r the most difficult, ere blocked tJt present bect~use Morocco 
considers "t~bsolutely insufficient" the cornpensflt.ions offered by the EEC. 
The Protocols with Algerie~ emd Tunisia have been completed in June 1987 
l'lnd ere reedy to be signed. i.How did we arrive to such e serious situl'!tion? 
I will re cell briefly t11e history . 

.1) The ctlse of Algeria. 
At the independence in 1962 Algeril'l exported to France citrus, fruits, 
wine, phosphfltes, rni neri'i 1 s, l'lnd oil. The tll geri tln territory was very 
unequell y deve 1 opped. The coastal and subcoeste I fringe WtlS re I at ivel y 
rich, but the Aures tJnd Titteri regions appeared abandoned. The World 
recession of the Thirties and the Second World \'tar resulted in the 
orientfltion of the tJgriculture by the french settlers in Algeritl, just like in 
Morocco end Tunisia, towerds the french rnerkel. Most of the agriculturfll 
land was in the hands of french settlers. After the independence the 
fllgeril'lns abruptly nfltionelized the land. Tl1is process of nl'ltionalisation 
WBS fevoured by the massive departure of the french. Between 1962 end 
1963, in less than one yetlr of independence, the Blgerien government hod 
taken over 2.500.000 hectares (4). 

But the french left e society end fin economy heavily dependent 
of the french society find the french econorny.·ne restrictions imposed by 
Frence to ·elgerian agricultural products since the beginning.. es fl 
ret al iat ion, brought to the fll geri i'ins the same prob 1 erns thet the 
moroccens and tunisians will confront now because of this structural 
dependence. The algerians solved it in en abrupt manner. In spite of the 
hi gl1 soci el cost, President Houeri Bournedi en ne ordered the cornp 1 ete 
rooting out of the vineyerds. 

But l'lgriculture wes not the only conflict bet we en Frl'lnce end 
Algeria. In 1962 there were 350.000 elgerien inrnigrents in Frence. By 
1975 this figure had doubled and ten yeers leter it htld tripled. Todey there 
is what is qtJlled "the second gener!ltion" of algeriens born in France thtlt 
ere the comerstone of the controversy between Algeri!l and the French 

I 

government ,on this subject. 
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The Evian Agreements, which led the pece to independence, hed 
resulted in the meintflining of Fnmce jurisdiction over the e~lgeriens 

oilfields. After the independence the elgerien FLN moved graduell~ to get 
hold of this important sector of the economy. The 24 FebrutJry 1971 
president Boumedienne tlnnounced the nationalisation of the oil. French 
compenies boycotted elgeritln oil for a while but fiMlly retlched some 
agreements with the el geri cm government. 

' 
Oil geve Algeritl the possibility of tl strong tlctivism inside the 

OPEC countries tlnd so Wtls born the idetl of a new interntltiOntll economic 
order strongly tld•Jocoted by Algeritl inside OPEC tlnd the Non Aligned 
Movement. The petll< of this milittlntism WtlS reached in 1973 when Algeritl 
wfls elected to the presidency of the Non Aligned Movement. Inside OPEC 
Algeritl is tlllied with Lybitl tlnd Iran, emd tlgflinst Stludi Arabitl. 

But just tlS the phosphates gets the morocctlns aptlrt from their 
tlmeri ctln competitors tlnd c 1 ose to the russi tlns, oil brings A l geri tl c 1 ose 
to the \¥est ern economic system. The biggest contrtlcts for gtls were 
signed with the United States comptlnies El Pflso, Ptlnhtlndle tlnd others. 
After a few yetlrs of qutlrrel bectluse of the price, the tlmericen comptlnies 
heve started ogtlin to withdraw algerien ges. Two of the mtlin elgerien 
projects concerning ges, one submarine gtls pipe 1 i ne 1 i nl<i ng A lgeri e 
through Tunisitl emd Sicilitl with Italy tlnd North Europe, is elretldy 
echi eved tJnd functioning. A second ges pipe 1 i ne 1 inking A 1 geri a V'tith Spain 
emd the lberitln Peninsula, thtlt Wtls supposed to go through Northern 
~1orocco, has not been started because of the political conflict between 
~lorocco and Algeria. The project has been derived to the Strait of 
Gibrelttlr to avoid u·te rnoroccan territory. 

Y./estern countries flre mnong the most imporli:mt oil clients of 
Algeria es well. Hydroctlrboons emounts for- l'l 97,6 percent of algeri!m 
exports es i'l whole, tlnd two thirds of them go to EEC countries. 
Si n)Ultaneous 1 y A 1 geri a is todtly the most i mporll'mt medi terrtlnefln market 
for'EEC countries. Its foreing debt has attflined 17.000 million dollars tlnd 
in 1985 its service of the debt f!mounted to 4.200 million dollf!rs, but 
Algerifl has no importtlnt problem with the interntltionfll btlnks. Algeria is 
the first Moghreb country thet sttJrted to introduce young tlnd eductlted 
cadres in the mei n posts of the economy. The different congresses of the 
part1~ since Boumedienne deeth concluded in the necessity to slow down 
the i ndustritllistlt ion tlnd concentrtlte much more f!ltent ion in tlgri cul lure .. 
This wos fintllly decided tlS tl policy in the Five Vetlr Plen 1985-1989 that 
clearly established the need to increase the agricultural production to 
reduce dependence from food imports. As a paradox to the strong control 
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by U1e Ste~te of t~1e industriel e~nd oil sector, 62 percent of the cultiv~:~ted 
lend is !llreedy in private htmds. Algeria exports very little of its 
agricultural production end consequently has no impor·ttmt problem with 
the extension of the EEC to Spein !lnd Portugal. 

_f)The Morocc!ln C~:~se. 
The b~:~se of the modern rnorocc~:~n economy, just 1 i ke a 1 geri em end tuni si an 
economies, was cre~:~ted during the Protectorate e~nd oriented towards the 
frehch rnerkets. Phosph!ltes, mines, sardines, citrus, fruits end veget~:~bles, 
wine production, were controlled by french settlers. The first moroccen 
netionl'll government of Dr. Abdlllltlh lbrahirn W!lnted to bree~k this 
dependence llnd decided 1'1 five yeer plen (1960-1964) which included 
net i ono 1 i s~:~t ion of the tJgri culturel 1 fmd and reori entet ion of the morocctln 
agriculture towtlrds setisftlction of moroccan food needs. But lbrahim 
government was dismissed in m~:~y 1960 by King r·1ohamed V under the 
pressure of Crown Prince Mul!ly H!lss!ln !lnd Fnmce whose interest were 
thre!ltened by nat i otl61 i stlt ions, ~:~nd the ~:~gri cultur!ll reform could not be 
implemented. Foreinq l~:~nd in Morocco W!lS not n!ltionalised until 1973. But 

~ 

try thet time most of the moroccl'ln l'lgriculture w~:~s export-oriented tmd the 
trend Wl'ls continued in spite Wl'lrninqs from economists. Since the 
Associ!ltion Agreements througll the Cooperation Agreements until the 
e;<tension of the EEC to Sp!lin !lnd Portugal, the morocc!ln !lgriculture 
suffered from different import!lnt droughts, !lS well !lS protective 
measures !lgainst their exports to EEC countries. France advocates tode~y 
exactly the reforms that the moroccan nationalist government W!!nted to 
introduce in 1960, th!lt is, diversifice~tion of the moroccan markets, end 
reorientation of cultures to setisfl-l moroccan food needs. 

Parallel to the decline of the troditiotl!ll flw< of egricultural 
e:<ports to the EEC, t"1orocco will suffer more than emy other country from 
EEC restrictions l'lgeinst North African \'torkers. The benk trensfers of 
thoye workers are presently the main source of foreing income for the 
Moroccen economy. Besides mtmy neglected regions of the country depend 
only of those tr!lnsfers for their surviv!ll. 

The 26 november 19B5 the EEC Counci 1 instructed the 
Commission to negotiete with Morocco. The Moroccens argued thet it is 
vital for them to export to the EEC. A proposel wes m!lde et the time to 
Morocco but the rnoroccen government decl!lred itself deceived by it in 
spite th!lt it h!ld eccepted one of the most import!lnt morocc!ln demands. 
Tile EEC hed accepted to extend to Morocco in the two phases of the 
transitionel period ( 19B6-1990 end 1990-1995) the automatic 
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modultJtion of the entnmce ~;~rices for r1oroccan exports. However !lfter the 
meeting of the Council of the 22 tlpri l 1986 the instructions were changed 
tlnd the original offer to Morocco Wtls modified in tJccordence. The 
"tltltometic modulation" WtlS chenged by the "eventutll modulfltion". 

Morocco refused to go on with negotiations, and proclaimed its 
intentions to discuss globally with the EEC. By that the moroccen 
government meant that the total of its relations with the EEC, trade 
deficit, moroccen imports from the EEC, will be put in the stime 
negotiating btlsket with, for i nstence, the fishing flgreement with SpeJi n 
eJnd Portugel, thtlt expires next 3 I st July. For Sptlin tt1is is l'ln importfmt 
issue tllflt affects 700 botlts fishing in the moroccf!n Wl'lters. A businnes 
the~t affects 20.000 fishermen directly, and 100.000 families directly or 
i ndi recti y relflted with fishing end fishing industries. 

The "automatic modulation of the entnmce price" in the EEC for 
the moroccan exports is the core of the problem. If gnmted, it will place 
r--torocco inside the EEC for the next ten yeers on the sflme footing thl'lt 
Sptlin for agr;iculturl'll exports. The Sp;:mish fluthorities hl'lve so ftlr refused 
to admit this concession on the grounds thflt if it wfls grflnted to Morocco, 
i.. Whflt will be the dif,f erence for Sptli n tlS a member of the EEC? 

3) The Cflse of Tunisi~ 
Although importt~nt for Tunisitl, due to the amount of tunisians 
agriculture! exports to the EEC, the case oi Tunisifl should not represent 
flny unsolveble problem. The history of tunisian egriculture is just the 
seme tlS the tilgerian and moroccan. The stn1ctural dependence of the 
french market stewted during the Protectori'lte. But the tunisiflns have 
rellltively diversified their exports. Notwithstanding sixty percent of their 
commerce exchanges are with the EEC. In any c!lse, their dem!'lnds to the 
EEC concern the maintaining of tl contingent of 250.000 hectoliters of 
wine plus 50.000 hectoliters bottled wine, 60.000 tons of fruits and 
vegetables, and another contingent of 50.000 olive oil. Tunisia sterted 
exploratory negotil'ltions witll the EEC in 1983 and since then they have 
modified their figriculturfil policy with the aim of reducing food imports 
and ettfiining selfsufficiency. 

' 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
There heve never Men smooth ond confident North-South relfitions. The 
North African countries !lre the South partners of the EEC as fi whole. But 
Spain} Greece and Portugal are too the South inside the EEC. The 1eatlers of 
these three count'ries heve said in different occasions vvhat Prime Minister 
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Aniblll CllVtlCO Silvtl told president Frtlncois t'litterrtlnd during his visit to 
Ptlris Jtlst Jtlnuory 25, 1987: ··\~1e fire flgainst fl two speeds Europe. We wtlnt 
more determine~tion in the implemente~tion of t11e Common Agriculture! 
Policy (CAP) and on increased e~cces of the less developped countries in 
South Europe to the community funds". 

In the ce~se of the South mediterreneen countries, re 1 fit ions 
with the North ore made more difficult bectJuse of the colonifil pllst The 
wily South countries obteined their independences h!lve strongly influenced 
the present st!lte of their rellltions with the EEC end their foreing policy. 
l n wr1at concerns Spain the 1 i qui d!lti on of their col oni e 1 possessions still 
effects the rel fit ions with Morocco mei n 1 y beceuse of the Se~heren confl i et. 
Furthermore the moroccens cleim the "return of Ceuta Melille end the 
islands of the Northern coflsl to moroccen sovereigNty", end e~ssimilete 

this case to a colonial issue. 
J_) The St'ihtJnm confl i et 

. At present this conflict is blocked. The moroccan pretend thl'it tt1ey hflve 
· consolidtJted their military presence in spite of the importl'int attacks by 
Polise~rio front since the beginning of this yee~r in the e~retl of Mehbes find 

. Al Fcrsyfl. The construction of tl six contention V"tflll, from phosphe~te e~ree~s 

of Bu-CrM to the coast, e~nd from there to the maurite~nion border, is 
intended to prevent Polise~rio e~tte~cks from the see~. Any further ette~cks to 

. this region will necessflrily implicete the use of the rntJuritanien territory 
end consequently drt'iw ~1tlllritcmitJ responsibilities for the eiltecks. The 
present situt'ition is thet the United Nfltions through last Generfll Aseembly 
Resolution 41/16 hflve instr·ucted its Secretary Generel, Jevier Perez de 
Cuellar, to prospect with the interested end concerned pflrties the 
po~;sibility to held a referendum of self-determination in the territory. 
Resolution 41/16 cells for direct negotifitions between ~1orocco and the 
Polisario Front prior to any referendum. Morocco rejects these direct 
telks. 

The conditions of fl referendum oi selfdetermination were 
estflblished in different OAU meetings, flnd fldopted by the United Nations. 
Di sregerding the prob 1 em of getting moroccflns find po 1 i se~ri os to se6t 6l 
the S1lme t1lble, it seems to me th1lt conditions for the referendum will 
not be implemented by Morocco in pr6ctice. They C6ll for the withdrewe~l of 
rnoroccen troops from the territory, end the replecement of the morocc!ln 
admi ni s tr1lti on by 6n i nterMt i orwl 1ldmi ni str6t ion during the referendum 
oper6tions. To determine who will qulllify to vote could be, too, 6 very 
time. consuming exercise. No fair solution is possible for the time 
beintxcept if the lntern6tiOn6l Community is prepared to share and adopt 
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King Hcssan 11 views that this should be a "confi rrnat i ve referendum". 
This problem, as ell North/South problems, hos been influenced 

since the beginning by colonifll find politicEJl considere~tions. In 1974 and 
1975 the United Stfltes and France urged the spani sh government to give 
the territory to Morocco end l'leuritenifl. The sp{lnish Foreign Ministry, thEJt 
did not share the spenish government views on this subject, introduced e 
forrnuletion of the 14 November 1975 egreement thct hes been efterwards 
the CfiUse of mfln!.J conflicts. lt esteblished a distinction between 
"Administration of the Territory" egflinst "Sovereignty of the territory" 
end claimed thet only the Administration imd been transferred to Morocco 
end M{luriteni a. 

Still today spanish tJnd portuguese fishing tJgreements with 
Morocco, presently under discussion by the EEC, could be a subject of 
controversy. The Poliserio front he<. requested the EEC not to negotiete 
with Morocco fishing rights over the Satloran weters, arguing that the 
~1adrid Tripertite egreement did not trflnsfer the sovereignty of the 
territory to t1orocco end thot besides, when l'lauritania abandoned 
unilaterally the Oued ed Dehflb (former spanish Rio de Oro) in August 1979, 
the terril.ory wes inmediiltely annexed by 11orocco. The moroccM position 
on this subject .was e~<plained to me il few days ago by the moroccl'ln 
Secretflry of State for tt·1e Rell'ltions with the EEC, Moharned Seqflt. "If the 
EEC wants to fish in these waters", he Sflid, "it must recognize the 
moroccan juri sdi et ion". 

In my opinion no solution of tt1e. Sl'lhflrfln conflict is possible 
without a political agreement between Morocco end Algerifl (and the 
Polisorio). The most the algeriflns have offered so fflr to King Hassfln is fl 
Qerson~:~l union between the Western SflhflrM tlnd Morocco just as the 
personel union between King Hflsslln !'lnd colonel Gheddflfi in the fllready 
buried Arab Africfln Union (UAA). The moroccans refused this offer beceuse 
they believed it led to the independence of the Western Sflharl'l. The most 
H1e moroccllns hlive offered to Algerifl and the Polisario is l'l common 
exploitation of the iron deposits of Gl'lrl'l Yebilet (in Algerian territory) l'lnd 
fl way through the Western Sflllcrfl to the sefl, and a generfll l'lmnesty for 
the Po 1 i sari o 1 eaders tmd their i ntegrllt ion in the morocclin admi ni strot ion. 
Both positions Bre apert enough for the time being to prevent forecflsting 
tmy agreement. Morocco offici B 11 y expects a c:l'il'lllge in the A l geri fill regime, 
and the fllgerions officifllly expects King Hl'issen regime to crumble 
bec11use of economic difficulties. The two meetings e~lrel'ldy held between 

·King Hassan Bnd President Chadly Benyedid in 1983 find 1967 seems to me 
the result of miscfllculations, flny side believing U1at the other is ripe 
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enough to occept the other- conditions. 
This problem will still tlffect North South reltltions for quite a 

whi 1 e. A lgeri e end t·lorocco make re 1 ati ons with foreign pi'lrt ners heevi 1 y 
dependent of their e~ttitudes towe~rd the conflict. 

CEUT A, 11ELILLA AND THE ISLANDS 
Until 1985 moroccen official policy on the subject was to link it with the 
Gibraltar problem between Spain end Great Britain. The admission of Spain 
in the NATO in 1982 and the admission in the EEC in january 1986, has 
changed the moroccen approach of the issue. King Hassan stated before the 
Club de la Presse of Radio Europe 1 in April 1987 in Mcrrckecr• :''The 
problem of Ceutc and Melilla is enachronic and cennot be compared to the 
6ibrtllter problem. Gibrflltcr is in Europe and is in the hands of en eurolpecn 

\j 

power allied to Spain inside the NATO end the EEC. This is just a 
misunderstanding. But Ceuta end Me 1i 11 a tlre in Afri ea, and they are 
enclaves. For us this is e colonial feet." 

Consequently,f'1orocco does not need to essociate the case of 
Ceuta and Melillll with that of Gibraltflr any more. King Hassan proposed in 
JflnUflry 1987 to King ~luen Carlos the creation fl joint Commission to think 
ebout the future of Ceutfl flnd Me 1 ill fl flnd the is lands. The spflni sh 
government was not extJctly delighted with this propostJI tJnd as tJ reaction 
to it proposed to discuss the grtJnting of tJ regiotltll eutonomic sttJtus for 
the two towns. 

In fact the promulgation in 1985 of a Jew to regulete the 
residence in SptJin of foreigners, end ~ts undiscrimintJte tlpplict~tion to 
the muslims in Ceute and 1'1elille hed ceused t1 serious rift between the 
sptJnish government t~nd the more or- less 120.000 mtlslims living in both 
towns. The lt~ck of sensitivityW'trtm1 of the Spenish government towt~rds 
the specific problem of this community resLllted in e very conflictive 
situtttion and jeoptlrdized tJny possibility of cooperation with the local 
muslim popultttions. 

How fer, how fest, the conflict of Ceuta and Melilla will 
develop into a me~jor issue bet•Neen Morocco e~nd Spain depends now on King 
Hesst~n. Internal i one~l deve 1 opments concerning the \¥est ern Se~here me~y 

certtJin 1 y influence it. In tlny ctJse, in my opinion, the spanish-moroccen 
Commission proposed by king Hessen to study the future of these two 
towns is the point of deperture for the lt~st phese of this conflict. 

H.:sbiJtl. ' JtHW 1991 
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THE POLITICAL USE OF ISLAM AND THE_QURAN 
Winston Churchill used to SEIY tllEit the Mediterraneen is the low 

belly of Europe. Between the North and tile South of the Mediterranean 
exists strong political 1lnd economic interdependences. Stability and 
security in the South affects the stability and security in the North. I do 
not think any one here will doubt the wisdom and validity of this 
st1ltement. 

it is a fact that the arab-muslim society, the society we have 
es neighbour in the South, is finding difficulty to Etdapt itself to the 
present times. The nEitionalist movements that fought against colonial 
powers everywhere in the Fifties eppilrently brought with them this 
modernity that could hilve chtmged the political face of the South. Habib 
Burguiba was among those daring to defy publicly the most backwards 
treJditiomllism in his country. King Moh1lmed V did the same in Morocco. To 
protect their interests the \.Yestern powers fouqi·Jt them 1lnd welcomed the 
arrivl'll uf more cooperative governments. The most beckwerds islam has 
t1lken now the frontscene in the last ten yeers. Furthermore, the most 
radical islam, the irani1ln promoted and fimmced is11lm, is superseding all 
ancient islEimist cun;ents in the Moghreb. The nfltionalist were left outside 
by the power monopol~l in their countries.Today tt·1ey 1lre intellectually in 
retretlt vis a vis the new is1Etmist 1lnd islamized intelligentsitl. _I;"'_ 

lt will take probably very long to explain how did we arriV,.t;J~tO 

this situation. In my opinion two fact were decisive: 1) the adulteration of 
democrecy by the different governments, end 2) the gredual concentration 
of power in the hands of· tile Heads of Stete in these three countries tt1at 
made sup.erfluous the existence of democratic institutions. Algeria WflS 
since the beginning l'l one party system. But after the Boumedienne era 
there is a more powershering among the military elite which, in fact, was 
olways the power behind the power. The Parti Socialiste Destourien, PSD 
of Tunisia hfls acted es if it where in a one party system. President Habib 
Burguibe accumulated ell the decision-making power for decades. His 
epprooching succession, for evident biologicel reasons, is the cause of 
greet concern now. 

The most evident power concentration is probably the CfjSe of 
King Hasan of Morocco. The King is civil flnd religious chief. Article 24 of 
the Constitution states thet the Kinq appoints the Primer l'linister end the 
r1inisters. Article 59 says that the government is responsible before the 
King and the Pt~rliament. According to Article 25 the King presides over 
the council of ministers. Article 56 gives him the pov.:er to reject any law 
flpproved by the Parliamerf with which he disagrees. Article 35 gives him 
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the power to proclflim the sttlte of emer-gency (this has been applied in 
f"lorocco from June 1965 to July 1975). The ministry of Interior, the 
Adrninistrt~tion of Defence, the ministry of Foreing Affairs, the Police, tlnd 
the Gendtlrmerie, tJre considered "exclusive ,jomeines of tt1e Crown". The 
King persontllly decides tile tlppointrnent of the 460 higher posts of the 
Administr!ltion. 

In spite of the importemce of the King official powers, in 
pr!lctice they !lre tJiwtJys used with tln extensive sense. The "Quot!l System" 
is a common pr!lctice during elections. According to it. the ministry of 
Interior decides, previous to the elections, the future politic!ll rntip of the 
country. Politici!lns htive to btlrg!lin with the minister of Interior to avoid 
underev!l I u!lt ion of their parties. Po I it ici ans 1 i ke f orrner Foreign minister 
Moharned Boucetta denounced tlnd recognized this prtJcti ce during the I est 

. -1985 elections. The result is e dull politic~:~l life, en uninterested 
Parliament, sleepy emd het'ldscratching deputies, find tl government lh1lt 
does not even respond to the erranged electortll result. 

As 1l consequence isltlm is in fr1lnk exptlnsion in till of these 
,three countries. In the country of The Commander of the Ftlithful tlS well. 
Count Alexendre de Marenches, the former hetld of the french SDECE has 
expltlined (5) how worried he was when t11e Sht~h of Iran landed in !-1orocco 
after his fall in Jt:muary 1979. He fled inmediately to Morocco and 
convinced King Hassan not to be the host of the Sht~h. 

Against all the appearences, in l"lorocco an underground is 1 am 
has developped in the last decade. More than 2000 clendestine "praying 
places" exists tJltogether with the offici!"ll f"1osques. Some twenty different 
islamist groups organise the believers. Tl1eir presence is not more evident 
t•ecause of police control, but they exists. AMessal!"lrn 'rassine, one of the 
admirers of lmam Khomeiny, and one of the most prolific islamic leaders 
of the Moghreb, has widely elabort'lted about the isl!"lmist idea of the future 
islomic society (6). The woy to arrive to it is: "Return to the or~ginol 

is 1 ami c sources, obo 1 i ti on of corruption and other Y.lestern vices like 
fllcohol, prostitution, unequ!"ll distribution of richness, and soci!"ll justice". 
·our trflditional elites have been infiltrtJted and mor-ally weakened by the 
generations of intellectuals !"lnd cadres formed in the Western W(!Y and far 
from our values. Now in the land of islam new liberation winds blows and 
the popular underground roar is becoming tJUdible and is manifesting itself 
with devestating etJrthquakes. Classes must dissepeflr and must be 
substituted by a communi t!lri !ln !lnd so 1 i d!!ri !"ln society. The method for 
that is Jih!!d (religious war) and not Nidal (class war). Our brother fighters 
are correctly conducting this fight in I ran."' 
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The question is: (.Is it still time to twoid the complete 
bre6kdown between the North end the South? i.CtJn Nort11 still help the 
South to look towt1rds the futur-e !'lnd not to the pl'lst '? 

THE NORTH-SOUTH DIALOGUE 
Chorl es De Gaull e W6S probab 1 y the first to promote si gni fic6nt 1 y tl 
~1editerrtlne6n free of foreign fleets. The Mediterranean lake of peace was 
the most common ground of any North South dialogue in the area. The 
revo 1 uti oneri an Algeria repeated it t~fterwords meaning that russi ans and 
emeri cans should go. Moroccans tlnd tuni si !lns h!lve said the S!lme but with 
the hope that only the russicms would letlve. Now thtJt in the four 
countries of the North (frtlnce, lttJly, Spain and Portugtll) there tlre 
socialist governments or soci!llists presidents, the idetl of !l North-South 
dw 1 ogue tlppeared t~gtli n. President Francoi s Mi tterrand suggested it during 
his 1983 visit to Morocco. His propostll was not welcomed at the time. 
Spt~in fe!'lred thtlt the others will try to force it to discuss the 
consequences of its admission to the EEC even before it took pltlce. The 
elqerians were efrflid that the others would like to seek e compromise 
over the Sehar!ln confl i et detrimental for the Pol i seri o front. 

In november 1986 I tel i an Prime fli ni ster, 8ett i no Craxi 
discussed the possibility of o North-SotJth dialogue in the Western 
mediternmetm with President Mitterrend in Peris, and in december 1986 
MHI.errand and Primel Minister Felipe Gonzelez went agein over the 
subject. The idea of the creation of a "contect group" wes leunched. 

Spenish heed of the government, Felipe Gonzalez telked tlbout 
it during his firsts dtJys of January 1967 trip to Tunisie !lnd Egypt. 
Tunisian Prime Minister Rashid Sfar told him that "Spain, because of its 
geographi ea 1 situation, its hi story, and its humen dimension, p 1 ays an 
important role in the security in the ·Mediterranean". President Gonzalez 
tl'llked not only about the necessity of El mediterranean dialogue, but even 
!lbout the necessity of El common Europetln position towards the Middle 
East conflict. A .few days later Bettino Craxi visited Palma de Mallorca and 
raised the subject agein According to him it was necesstJry to "stimulate 
e common policy of the mediterrenecm countries, to mediate in the 
conflicts of the region". During his visit to Tunisia Felipe Gonzales met 
PLO 1 et~der 'lt~sser Aralat and the Arab League Secretary Gener!ll, Chad! y 
Klibi, to whom he said thet the arab-dielogue s]1ould be revitelised. A trip· 
to Sp!lin by Kiibi, that should be followed by fl trip of K1ibi to the EEC, wes 
t~rrenged. The date WfiS fixed for the 24th June but, unexpectedly, the Arab 
League Secretary General has postponed the visit sine die. The problems 
that have so far prevented such ditllogue remain today. 

Usbun, June 198? Domi-t190 dd :Pinv 
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Footnotes to North South relations in the Western Mediterranean 
( 1) Korl Popper: Le logique de le decouverte scientifique. 
Edit.Ptlyot, Ptlris, 1978. 
(2) I must precise that I when I write here North, I mean Frence, Italy, 
Portugfll find Spflin. South is for me, for the purpose of this flrticle. 
Morocco, Tunisifl emd Algerie. 
(3) By 1985 the btmk tr!lnsfers tlmounted to 9.000 millions dirhems, while 
phosphfltes exports flmoLmted only to 6.000 millions dirhflms. 
(4) T!lhtlr Benhourie: L'Economie de l'Algerie. 
Francois t'1!lspero, 1980. In Morocco. for instence, the first Dehir (Decree) 
of neti onel iseti on wes flpproved in 1973, thflt is 17 years after 
independence. 
(5) Christ i ne Ockrent: Dflns 1 e Secret des Princes. 
Editions Stocl(, Paris 1986 
(6) For more inforrnfltion ebout the moroccan islemists see the following 
Abdess!llflm Vessine books: The lslem beh\'een the Dewa and the Stete; The 
lslem tomorrow; The revolution at the time of islam.: T!ieory and prflctice 
of the muslim St!lte. 
See os well prof. Remu Leveeu: Islam officiel et rerrouveeu islflmique au 
!'laroc (Editions CNRS, 1979) 
(7) for generel i nf ormtlt ion: 
Actes du Colloque Cooperetion CEE-Moghreb, Tunisia 26-30 t·1ay 1979. 
Le Mflroc et le Monde Artlbe face a lfl CEE. Actes du Colloque orgtJnise ptlr 
r·.Associtltion des Economistes mflrocains 7-9 April 1981. 
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ALLIES IN THE HEDITERRANEAN: 

Legacy· of Fragmentation 

Introduction 

Sea powers are naturally drawn to the Mediterranean and 

traditionally, great powers operating in the Sea have sought to 

control the local residents. When Britain was weighing up what 

remained of its status as a great power in 1946, it was deemed 

essential that a presence in the Mediterranean be maintained so that 

Britain could influence the ·countries of Southern Europe. In a 

• 
memorandum he wrote on 13 March 1946 on defence in the Mediterranean, 

the Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin argued: 

. . If we move out of the Mediterranean, Russia will move in 

and the Mediterranean countries, from the point of view of 

commerce and trade, economy and democracy, will be finished. We 

have a chance of holding Italy in the Western civilisation, and 

although Yugoslavia is really under Russian control at the 

moment, the position there is very uneasy and one wonders how 

long as a Mediterranean people Yugoslavia ~ill put up with 

Russian control ... It is essential from our point of view that 

Greece remains with us politically ... 1 

These assessments did lead to Britain continuing to maintain, for 

awhile, a military presence in the Mediterranean that served as a 

unifying factor in the Sea. Now, the British presence is 
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considerably less (though two Sovereign Base Areas (SBAs) are 

maintained in Cyprus, protected by the 4000 strong British Forces 

Cyprus) and the United States has taken over as the principal 

extern~l provider of security and unification. But a legacy of 
! 

fragmentation exists~~-national policies of all states interested in 

Mediterranean security are still very strong, and as the NATO 

Alliance considers the question of regional security in the area, the 

challenge is how to make the allies work together before they, again, 

begin to drift apart. 

The predominant military power of the United States in the 

Mediter'ranean is a result not only of the capacities of the Sixth 

Fleet but also of the extensive facilities and rights it enjoys in 

the Nediterranean. In the event of war involving the NATO Alliance, 

most of these installations would come under the direction and 

command of NATO authorities. But, in peacetime, these facilities are 

used by the United States exclusively or in collaboration with the 

host allied country. The nature of these arrangements has created a 

close, but often very awkward, relationship between the United States 

and its allies. Any changes towards a more collective approach to 

regional defence will have to take place both with the help and the 

acquiescence of the United States. The United States would have to 

help, as it has done, in providing some of the means by which these 

states can better defend themselves and collaborate with their 

allies. But it might also have to acquiesce, insofar as it may be 

forced to accept that the increased regional organisation of defence 

in the South (just as a more efficient European defence generally) 
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would detract from the special relationship (of different sorts) that 

the United States maintains with each of its allies in the Southern 

Region. The extent of the U.S. military presence and the nature of 

national defence policies are, at present, questions that have to be 

assessed together so that a politically robust and militarily useful 

co-operation between the United States and its European Allies can be 

prepared for the future. Allies in the Mediterranean, as elsewhere, 

will have to work for a more equal relationship and to do so they 

must seek to understand the conditions of Mediterranean security. 

The difficulty is that to speak of Mediterranean security is to 

presume- a coherent view of what sort of political or military 

developments are acceptable and of what threats to certain areas 

would require either _individual or collective responses. Leaving 

aside the specific NATO conerns about a Soviet attack on the Southern 

Flank---that area in the Eastern Mediterranean for whose defence 

Turkey, Greece and Italy are primarily responsible---there is no 

general definition of Mediterranean security that can be satisfactory 

to all NATO members of the Southern Region, and none, ex hypothesi, 

to which all littoral states would agree. While the broad aims of 

NATO in the Central Front are roughly co-extensive with the fears of 

those NATO powers that lie on the East-West divide (especially West 

Germany), the security concerns of many states in the Southern Region 

are perceived as not fully met by NATO. This is so because so many 

of the threats appear to be 11 0Ut-of-area 11 in their origin (even if 

not in their eventual impact) and for this there is virtually no 

actual planning. Equally, some of the Southern Region states often 
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consider certain security concerns of the United States in the area 

to be irrelevant to their special needs, or even counterproductive eo·-

their foreign policies. The NATO states in the Southern Region (and 

those outside it, like Britain and the United States who maintain 
' 

influence in it) may not always be very far apart in their views on 

"the nature of the threat 11
, but the independent expression of their 

views is manifest. The analysis of security problems in the Southern 

Region is therefore inseparable from an anlysis of the political 

perspectives of all the countries that have a stake in the 

Mediterranean. 

For NATO, the principal military problem in the Southern Region 

derives from the fact that because it constitutes neither a 

geographic nor a political whole it cannot be the subject of a single 

military strategy. It is barely possible to speak of a strategy for 

the Southern Flank, which itself is little more than a juxtaposition 

of at least four operational theatres. If all countries in NATO 

South felt that they were prospective victims of the same fate that 

would already be an advance towards easier internal management of 

NATO affairs in the region---but this is unlikely to be the case for 

some time, and cannot be the case in certain circumstances. If it is 

true that the United States and the USSR use the Mediterranean, at 

least partly, to support and advance their policies elsewhere, it is 

also true that countries like Portugal, Spain, France, Italy, Greece 

and Turkey, at different times, in varying degrees, and for a range 

of motives, also concern themselves with evolving and actual threats 

in the Third World rather with than those inside NATO's 
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constitutional area of responsibilities. 

Individual ~ Collective Defence 

The defence of the NATO countries of Southern Europe was not a 

central concern of Alliance planners who were 11 present at the 

creation" even if Portugal and Italy were founder members of the 

Alliance in 1949. The inclusion of Greece and Turkey in NATO (1952), 

symbolised not a shift in emphasis, but a recognition that these 

states who were vulnerable to communist and specifically Soviet 

threats would have to be included in the Alliance if the West's 

r 
interests in the Mediterranean were to be secured. For many, the 

defence of the Mediterranean was largely conceived of as a necessary 

condition for the defence of continental Europe. At present, it is 

no longer correct to th~nk of the Southern Region as an ignored or 

neglected part of NATO. In the late 1970's and early 1980's numerous 

high ranking government and NATO officials warned that insufficient 

attention was being paid to the area. By the mid-1980's this problem 

was largely solved, as analysts began to devote time to the Southern 

Region. In 1985, NATO itself formally recognised that the relative 

weakness of Portugal, Greece and Turkey was one of the "critical 

deficiencies" that the Alliance had to repair.
2 

It will be long 

before this has an effect on NATO planning, but at least the problems 

of the Southern Region are officially on NATO's agenda. 

If there is now a widespread view that the Alliance's military 

weaknesses in the region have to be addressed, there is still an 
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., 

incomplete understanding of the various historical, political, 

economic and geopolitical fac·tors that make the broader management of 

Western security interests more difficult in the South than in other 

areas o,f the Alliance. For a coherent defence policy to be 
' 

established and carried through in the South, at least three 

conditions must be fulfilled. First, individual states in the region 

who have initial responsibilities for local defence must be able to 

co-operate with both regional and extra-regional NATO allies. This 

depends in part on the resolution of bilateral disputes between NATO 

allies in the region and also on an increased interest on the part of 

the United States and other allies in the area's economic and 

militarY modernisation. Second, it is important that the Soviet 

perception of the place of the Southern Region in its own strategy be 

understood, and that Western policies are elaborated that take full 

account of the scope of this Soviet perception. This requires that 

the Alliance improve its capacity to react militarily to possible 

threats throughout the region, but more broadly that the political 

effort is made to ensure that the security of the South is firmly 

coupled with the security of the Central region. Third, the Alliance 

as as whole must be fully aware of the nature of the other threats 

that may destabilise the area. To deal with these emerging dangers 

will require that the allies share information and viewpoints; yet 

also tolerate divergent opinions and approaches. 

The dilemma that runs through these considerations is how to 

strengthen individual capacities and initiative in the South without 

sapping the means o-f collaboration and the sense of "collectivity" 
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required to run an Alliance. This dilemma is especially acute given 

four factors that govern the geopolitical situation in the 

Mediterranean from the perspective of the Atlantic Alliance. First, 

most o~ the countries in NATO's Southern Region see their membership 

in the Alliance in the light of their special relationship with the 

United States. Little distinction is generally made between NATO 

policy and policy towards the United States so that public debate 

often confuses the validity of NATO membership with the state of 

relations with the United States. Second, the states of the Southern 

Region who would like to make their security relationship with the 

United States less exclusive are not yet in a position to take 

leading roles as European decision-makers for European defence ideas. 

Thus these states are bound to find themselves negotiating for 

attention from other powers in a way that may from time to time 

encourage nationalist sentiments domestically that make the 

manegement of collective defence more difficult. Third, the Soviet 

Union is not uniformly considered the principle source of threat: 

other threats are widely thought to be quite important. This means 

that fidelity to the Alliance or to the United States is not in 

itself thought a full guarantee of security, and that attempts to 

cater nationally for these other threats may entail policies or 

actions that are not co-extensive with Alliance needs. Fourth, 

regional security in what we call the Southern Flank of NATO is 

difficult because it is not truly a "region 11
, or at least does not 

present a unified theatre of potential war for which a single 

strategy can be elaborated. Furthermore, the two major opposing 

forces in the area, NATO and the Warsaw Pact, have different 
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perceptions that correspond to their own special interests and that 

affect how each divides the area operationally. These different 

perceptions in themselves pose a threat if not properly understood. 

From a purely military perspective, it is a truism that during 

any conflict in Europe or the Middle East, control of the 

Mediterranean would be a precondition of military success for the 

NATO or Warsaw Pact powers, a fact recognised by all states 

concerned: external ones who seek political influence and local ones 

who understand the value of what they can offer in terms of promises 

of neutrality or commitments to act. It is impossible, especially in 

the cas~ of generalised conflict in Europe, that the Southern Region 

be accorded less priority, to the extent one can speak in these terms 

given the nature of modern warfare, than the Central Front. The 

resupply of Western Europe as well as the prevention of certain 

Soviet gains would depend on an ability successfully to keep open (or 

to close) the relevant choke points. For the Soviets, it would be 

very important in war to control the Turkish Straits (which the West 

would want to prevent); while NATO would be especially concerned to 

ensure that the straits of Gibraltar would be secure so that 

necessary reinforcements to Greece, Italy and Turkey would be 

assured; an objective that the Soviets would wish to make difficult. 

Of course, it is in the nature of the special rivalry between the 

superpowers that there are .general political advantages to be gained, 

that are seperable from eventual military contingencies, in seeking 

to win friends and influence others throughout the Mediterranean. 
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It is this political competition that gives some meaning to the 

idea of 11 Western Securityn in the Mediterranean, but it is not an 

idea uniformly or as powerfully shared by all Western countries in 

the South. While in the Central Front there is an almost perfect 

identity of interests between the United States and its Western 

European allies (though not perfect agreement on the methods to 

defend them), this cannot be the case in the Mediterranean. For both 

superpowers, their activity in the Mediterranean is related as much 
) 

to their ow~ individual interests beyond Europe as it may be to the 

protection of their Alliance partners. Because of this, conflict 

between the two superpowers in the Mediterranean would probably be 

related-to a political problem to which the member of the two 

Alliances feel alien. 3 It is the awareness of this fact that makes 

many countries in NATO South assert their ow~ individual and local 

concerns with particular energy; and the implication of these 

assertions is often that NATO does not adequately provide for them. 

There is also a generalised feeling that United States policy in 

their region is sometimes irrelevant or contrary to their needs. 

This is not simply out of a fear that they will be dragged into a 

conflict in which they have no interest, but also, more positively, a 

desire to show that their own foreign policies need not be 

subservient to the logic of the East-West competition. Precisely 

because it is at the Central Front where that competition is most 

powerfully felt, there is a natural tendency amongst the countries of 

the Southern Region that surfaces from time to time, to argue that 

they need not be implicated in all aspects of the East-West struggle. 

It is perhaps not an historical accident, but a geographical and 
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political inevitability, that it is in NATO South where ideas of a 

"Third Force 11 and national "independence" are often the st:rongest. 

It is also something that is becoming of increasing importance 
' 

as Western planners are coming to realize the artificiality of 

seperating the flanks from the Central Front and the principal 

dangers of an East-West conflict. In terms of nuclear war, it is 

true that there are no military targets in the Mediterranean or 

nuclear weapons systems (at present) crucial for U.S strategic 

capacities in nuclear war (with the exception, perhaps, of cruise 

missiles stationed in S~cily). 4 
Nevertheless, most Mediterranean 

countri~s, because of their location, are certainly of strategic 

importance in the case of conventional conflict, wherever it might 

begin, especially given the rising need, owing to the development of 

new technologies, for appropriate land based forces in sea 

conflicts.
5 

The possible use by the Soviet Union, in the event of a 

general·East-West conflict, of facilities in that part of the 

Mediterranean lying outside the NATO area means that just as the 

distinction between Central Front and Southern Region contingincies 

is likely to be blurred, so is the seperation of NATO and non-NATO 

problems. 

NATO and the Southern Region 

For practical purposes, NATO divides the area it has to defend 

into specific regions. Within Allied Command Europe's (ACE) military 

areas, the Southern Region is the largest, comprising about four 
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million square miles. The immediate responsibility for the NATO 

defence of the area lies at AFSOUTH (Naple·s), whose wartime mission 

is to defend Italy, Greece and Turkey as well as the sea lines of 

communications throughout the Mediterranean and Black Seas. Five 
' 

Principal Subordinate Commands (two land, two naval and one air), 

have been established to fulfill this purpose: AIRSOUTH (Naples), 

LANDSOUTH (Verona), lJU~DSOUTHEAST (Izmir), NAVSOUTH (Nisida Island, 

Naples), and STRIKEFORSOUTH (U.S. Sixth Fleet, homeported at Gaeta, 

Italy). 

The duties of each of these commanders are vast. GOMAIRSOUTH 

must defend the airspace along a 3,600 kilometre border stretching 

from the Italian alps to Eastern Turkey, and does so through the 5th 

Allied Tactical Air Force (ATAF) at Vicenza, and the 6th ATAF at 

Izmir, while a 7th ATAF in Greece is still a subject for negotiation. 

AIRSOUTH is the only command in the Southern Region that has NATO 

forces under its control perpetually in peacetime. GOMlJU~DSOUTH is 

responsible for the defence of the western portion of the Southern 

Flank: the Veneto-Friuli Plain. His wartime mission is to defend the 

area as far forward as possible (to ensure that the Southern Region 

does not become "separated" from the Central Front), and most 

importantly to prevent oncoming forces access to the Po Plain, 

Italy's most industrialized area. GOHL\NDSOUTHEAST has the task of 

protecting the Turkish flank, and particularly the 600 kilometre 

border with the Soviet Union, which the Soviet Union might decide to 

cross if ever it wished direct access to Middle East oil supplies. 

The staff, as in all other AFSOUTH headquarters, is composed of 
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Turkish, British, Italian and American personnel (LANDSOUTHEAST and 

6th ATAF in Izmir are the only AFSOUTH headquarters in whi:ch Greek 

personnel do not also participate). Because of the sometimes 

extraordinary age of much of Turkey's armaments, LANDSOUTHEAST is 
I 

most in need of more sophisticated weaponry of almost all types. 

cmmAVSOUTH has responsibility for six geographical areas: 

Gibraltar-Mediterranean, Central Mediterranean, Eastern 

Mediterranean, Northeastern Mediterranean, West Mediterranean, and 

Southeast Mediterranean. The latter two areas are under his ·direct 

command while the other four· are under other naval commanders having 

specific authority over each zone. Among NAVSOUTH's more important 

tasks is co-ordinating on a 24 hour basis the surveillance of Soviet 

Bloc maritime forces from its surveillance co-ordination centre in 

Italy. NAVSOUTH works closely with STRIKEFORSOUTH. 

COMSTRIKEFORSOUTH is responsible for largely the same area as is 

COMNAVSOUTH and has the general task of deterring all forms of 

aggression against the NATO states in the Mediterranean. 

STRIKEFORSOUTH has three subordinate commands at its disposal: Task 

Force 502 (Carrier Striking Forces), Task Force 503 (Amphibious 

Forces) and Task Force 504 (Landing Forces). Though the two naval 

commands have similar areas of action, in practice, COHNAVSOUTH in 

wartime would be responsible for the safeguard of supply lines in the 

Hediterranean while STRIKEFORSOUTH's mission would be directed more 

6 towards the projection of power ashore. In general, NAVSOUTH is 

geographically orientated: it must assure the security of the 

Nediterranean through anti-submarine warfare and protection of 
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convoys, while STRIKEFORSOUTH is functionally orientated: it must be 

prepared to take measures of various kinds to defeat the Soviet 

presence in the Mediterranean and assist' in the land battle in 

Europe .. 
' 

Since the late 1970s, AFSOUTH has been concerned about the 

relatively slow reaction by NATO powers to the Soviet buildup in the 

Mediterranean, both on land and at sea, and by the fact that NATO 

planners have been almost obsessed by the possibility of a Soviet 

threat on the Central Front. At the Central Front, the USSR is 

heavily opposed not only by ground forces, but also by tactical 

nuclear forces and the strategic deterrents of three NATO powers. A 

war on the Southern Flank is probably inconceivable outside of the 

context of a general European contest, but if the USSR merely wanted 

to test Alliance solidarity it would probably be more profitable to 

7 attempt this in the South rather than at the Centre. Most allies 

have not been too concerned about the prospect of a threat in the 

South. Had the United States been truly concerned about this threat 

it probably would not have instituted an arms embargo against Turkey-

from 1974-1978 after the latte~'s invasion of Cyprus. The period of 

detente, that coincided roughly with this embargo, made it easy to 

believe that the progressive weakening of Southern Region country 

defences (through old age, insufficient modernisation, and an 

increase in enemy capacities), need not be a cause for immediate 

alarm. Paradoxically, the approximate 11 end of detente 11 coincided 

with the end of Soviet naval (if not land or air) build up in the 

Mediterranean area. Still, there is a need for NATO powers to 
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develop their capacities to deter a threat that has increased, if 

stabilised, in the last decade. 

The Evolving Soviet Threat 

Traditionally, as strategists have turned their minds to the 

security situation in the Mediterranean, they have concentrated on 

its naval aspects.. The rise of Soviet naval power in the Sea in the 

1970's reinforced the natural and inevitable tendency to see in naval 

power the barometer of military security and political stability. 

This increase in Soviet naval power has now levelled off. 

For the moment, the Soviet Union has to satisfy itself, in 

peacetime, with a rather modest level of activity in the 

Mediterranean. The size of the SOVMEDRON has stabilised to an 

average of 7 combatants, 6 submarines and 31 auxiliaries (an average 

of 44) on any given day. Currently the ship/days of the SOVHEDRON 

have leveled off at approximately 16,000 ship/days per year from a 

height of 21,000 in 1973. Except in times of crisis this presence is 

also not very active. In fact, the Hediterranean Squadron spends 

most of its time at anchor. These anchorages are in protected places 

in the open sea, off the coasts of various countries, but beyond the 

limits of the territorial sea. The most important anchorages are in 

the Gulf of Hammamet off the Tunisian Coast, the Gulf of Sollum off 

Libya; one to the east of Crete and another off Lemnos Island in the 

East Aegean. During exercises the SOVHEDRON also uses anchorages off 

Kithera in southern Greece and south of Cape Passero off Sicily. 8 
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Maneouvres and steaming from one port to another take up less than a 

quarter of the SOVMEDRON's time, 9 but Soviet submarines in the 

Mediter'ranean (which are becoming increasingly quieter and do not 

have to snorkle so often) spend about 90 per cent of their time at 
' 

sea. 

Generally, the SOVMEDRON's existence is closely linked to that 

of the Sixth Fleet's: it was introduced into the Mediterranean to· 

counter American naval acitivities and ostentatiously to display the 

USSR•s interest in the Hediterranean. Naval presence is a mission 

like any other. This was the original (and will probably prove to be 

.-
the most enduring), Soviet purpose in the Mediterranean. In the 

early years, the Squadron was used in moments of crisis in the Middle 

East to hinder the Sixth Fleet's capacity to defend American 

interests and also to support whatever individual initiatives the 

USSR wished to take in the region. The Squadron continues to exist 

as a deterrent to U.S. military action and is equipped to strike 

against U.S. forces in order to contain their capacity to escalate 

the level of conflict. 

If originally it was largely presumed that many of the ships in 

the Soviet task force were deployed to shadow American carrier forces 

and 11 hamper an American nuclear strike 11 it is clear that this is no 

longer either a primary or even an important option. This is so if 

only because the growth of the Soviet Mediterranean Squadron 

coincides with the declining significance to the United States of 

that sea as a nuclear launching area. Most of the current seaborne 
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strike potential of the United States and 90 percent of the 

submarines that carry nuclear weapons normally lie outside the 

Mediterranean. Even though the Sixth Fleet still has a nuclear 

strike role its destruction wo~ld hardly materially affect the 
! 

ability of the United States to devastate the Soviet homeland. 10 

While it is probably correct to presume that strategic defence 

(in this sense, the establishment of a defensive perimeter to the 

south of the USSR), must be included amongst the Squadron's missions, 

a number of specific military roles are of importance in the case of 

crisis or conflict. The minimum Soviet objective would be to prevent 

the Six'th Fleet from entering the Black Sea. The Squadron is 

primarily designed therefore for anti-submarine and anti-carrier 

operations and has an only minimal ability to effect beach landings. 

However, the naval infantry brigade attached to the Black Sea Fleet 

based at Sevastopol is trained to seize the straits and prevent 

Turkey from controlling them in wartime. 11 In the early 1980's the 

Soviets conducted an amphibious assault exercise in Syria with Syrian 

collaboration, but there is no indication that the Soviets are 

confident in their naval intervention capacities. 

Outside the context of a general war, the role of the SOVMEDRON 

is to complicate the tasks of the Sixth Fleet. In the conflicts that 

broke out in the Middle East in the 1970s the Soviets were careful to 

deploy their ships in such a way so as to make it more difficult for 

the Sixth Fleet to project power ashore. While during the Yom Kippur 

war three Alligator tank landing ships with naval infantry were 
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attached to the SOVMEDRON, actual intervention by the Squadron 

remained militarily infeasable.
12 

The Sixth Fleet was reinforced to 

challenge Soviet air and sea lines of communication, thus making any 

Soviet move on land at best costly, at worst disastrous.
13 

The 
i 

stabilization in the growth of the SOVMEDRON since around the mid 

1970s is testimony to the fact that the Soviets are aware of the 

military limitations to the use of their sea power in the 

Mediterranean. This said, one must always keep in mind the 

distinction between the peacetime political effects of the general 

Soviet presence and the wartime military capacities of the· Squadron. 

It is necessary at least to acknowledge that the Soviet Union has 

learnt to exert political influence in times of both peace and crisis 

14 
with forces that would prove militarily inferior in actual war. 

The Soviet Union's naval strategy in the Mediterranean must 

therefore be seen as more political than military: its mission is to 

modify the behaviour of other actors by its mere presence, as much as 

by any potential combat action. The wartime role of the Squadron 

would naturally be determined by the circumstance of actual conflict. 

In the case of a long conventional war, Soviet naval forces would 

have to ensure the interdiction of NATO's transatlantic lines of 

communication to prevent the successful reinforcement of forces at 

the Central.Front. In a long war, equally, the Soviets would be 

burdened with the task of protecting their sea-based nuclear 

deterrent---insignificant as it may be in comparison to its land 

15 
based arsenal. 
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In these circumstances, naval-forces located in the 

Mediterranean are not ideal for the performance of either-of these 

missions. The Mediterranean Squadron would be useful in a short 

war---to knock out U.S. carrier forces---but if a long war were· 

expected the USSR would no doubt prefer to deploy its naval forces in 

seas other than the Mediterranean (if they could get them there), 

where they would be both more useful and less vulnerable. Some 

analysts hae even suggested that because Soviet surface ships in the 

Mediterranean are unlikely to retain combat ability beyond the first 

few days, and because Soviet undersea forces would have almost no 

ability to re-arm while_ deployed, NATO interests would not 

necessarily be best served by denying the Soviet Navy access to the 

Mediterranean, as its forces would be more accessible targets there 

than they would be in the Black Sea.
16 

The converse of this argument 

is contained in the cynical view that a sign of the outbreak of war 

in the Southern Flank would actually be the withdrawal of SOVMEDRON 

from the Mediterranean, rather than its reinforcement from the Black 

Sea. From the Soviet perspective, the dilemma could perhaps be 

stated as follows: if they withdrew the SOVMEDRON they would limit 

their options in the Mediterranean and perhaps send a signal that 

they were abandoning a political presence and this could be 

misinterpreted; if they were to move in completely they might send a 

more obviously aggressive signal but would have a serious problem of 

resupply. 

In considering any move on the Southern Flank, Soviet forces 

would have to take into account not only land forces reinforced by 
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troops from NATO countries outside of the region but also the special 

power and position of the U.S. Sixth Fleet. Soviet strategy in the 

Mediterranean in the past could not go much beyond trying to destroy 

as much of the Fleet as possible while necessarily sacrificing its 

own Eskadra. Because of new Soviet land and sea deployments, as well 

as the U.S. Navy's decision to give more attention than in the past 

to its squadron in the Indian Ocean (so that often there is only one 

U.S. carrier group in the Mediterranean), the Sixth Fleet is not as 

self-subsisting as it once was. The commander of the Sixth Fleet can 

remain confident about the Fleet's fighting capacity in the Eastern 

Mediterraneart, but in t~e Western Mediterranean it would, of course, 
,.. 

be safer from Soviet aircraft which would have to overfly a number of 

NATO countries and their air defence systems in order to attack U.S. 

ships. The West must be careful to ensure that in war, the Sixth 

Fleet will be able, in collaboration with other NATO navies in the 

Mediterranean, to maintain a forward posture in the Sea in order to 

destroy the SOVHEDRON and ensure that the diverse sectors of the 

S h Fl k . f d d 1" d 17 out ern an are re~n orce an resupp 1e . Certainly if the 

USSR were ever to get important bases in North Africa from which it 

could launch air strikes, the Sixth Fleet might have to leave the 

whole Sea if it wished to be sure of its safety, though, of.course, 

these Soviet bases themselves might be vulnerable to attack, and the 

Soviet Union could never be certain.that they would have unimpeded 

access to them in times of tension. 

The fact remains then that the Soviet Navy in the Mediterranean 

is not in a position to act effectively as an autonomous force. It 
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can harrass the Sixth Fleet (and other allied naval forces), it can 

prevent it from being exactly where it would prefer to be, but an 

attempt to prevail over the Fleet would probably be suicidal. The 

Fleet still has a powerful advantage over the SOVMEDRON and, in any 
i 

case, its special configuration makes it especially hard to target. 

But the Fleet's wartime tasks of battle management and the 

h f h . . . 18 h d b s . en ancement o t eatre a~r super1or1ty are t reatene y ov1et 

improvements in its major ground based air assets. 

The deployment of Soviet Backfire (TU-26s) and Blinder (TU-22s) 

bombers in the Crimea is the principal new threat to Western forces 

in the Mediterranean, particularly to.aircraft carriers. The air 

challenge now posed to AIRSOUTH will require important measures to be 

taken in order to achieve a greater integration of Southern Region 

air forces and to plug some of the important gaps and weak points 

that now exist. COMAIRSOUTH is committed to operate in a multifront 

theatre and must be prepared to conduct the full spectrum of air 

warfare---from air defence and defensive counter-air to offensive air 

support and counter-air interdiction, as well as tactical air support 

of maritime operations. The command control and communications (C3) 

challenge to ensure that the land and maritime principal subordinate 

commanders of AFSOUTH are in proper contact with each other is 

19 therefore vast. If the Soviet bombers are the most important 

actual threat to the Sixth Fleet and other NATO forces, planning in 

the region is complicated by the fact that the USSR has over the last 

four or five years added hundreds of heavily armed attack helicopters 

such as the MI- 24 Hind D and MI- 8 Hip E ·to its inventory thus 
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increasing its advantage at the front line while releasing tactical 

fighters for deeper interdiction missions. 20 It is the growing 

variety of Soviet air power, as well as its strength and quality, 

which is likely to make NATO organization in the Southern Region more 
f 

complicated. 

Aside from complicating tasks for the Sixth Fleet, Soviet 

military options in the Southern Region are various and must be seen 

fully when considering how to organise Western defence in the region. 

A victory at sea would be irrelevant if NATO forces could not ensure 

the defence of continental Europe. Not only is it therefore 

importa"i1t to consider the nature of the land threat, but also its 

likely directions. It has often been suggested, for example, that 

the Soviet naval presence in the Mediterranean and its access 

diplomacy in North Africa is directed towards creating the 

circumstances by which an attack on the soft underbelly of Europe 

would be possible. The fear is that the Soviet Union might acquire 

the capability to attack NATO forces in the south from African 

airfields as well as put at risk transatlantic convoys or 

. f d l' 21 
re~n orcements an supp ~es. Such an attack, if successful, would 

prevent NATO from grouping to attack Warsaw Pact forces at the 

Central Front and divert important Western forces from other tasks. 

Whether the Soviet Union would want to divert its own forces to ----
this end is a subject of dispute. Many of the missions that might be 

assigned to Soviet· aircraft based in Africa could probably now in any 

case be fulfilled by aircraft located within the Soviet Union. The 
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fact that there is considerable Soviet airpower concentrated in Libya 

must be a matter for concern, but whether Libya, or any other country 

in Africa, would permit the Soviet Union to use national airfields 

for attacks on Europe is questionable, or at least should not be 
' 

taken for granted. It is true, however, that if Libyan airfields 

could be used they would be enormously useful to the Soviet Union for 

the recovery and"turnaround of Soviet aircraft launched from Warsaw 

Pact bases. An attack on the Southern Region from Africa however, 

would still pose considerable problems for the Soviet Union. Such a 

forward area is not a favourable operating environment for the 

Soviets in a major war. In the specific case of Libya, it is 

arguable that the USSR may become increasingly reluctant to "pre-

postiton" expensive equipment whose use probably appears wasteful to 

the Soviets. (In 1987 Libya lost hundreds of millions of dollars 

worth of Soviet and East European equipment in Chad). Also, the USSR 

would have to go to elaborate ends to protect its far flung forces, 

and in so doing would tie up forces potentially more useful elsewhere 

without causing major problems for NATO. From the few facilities the 

Soviets might be able to maintain in Africa, they are unlikely to 

22 pose a direct threat to the West. Soviet naval aviation Backfire 

bombers operating from airfields in Libya would for example, be more 

exposed and vulnerable to NATO counterattack than if they flew 

wartime missions into the }1editerranean from safer havens in the 

Crimea. If, in a general European war, use of whatever facilities in 

Africa the USSR controlled is a contingency for which NATO must plan, 

a Soviet assault on Southern Europe from Africa (unconnected to a 

more general struggle), seems out of the question. The immediate, 
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most realistic, aim of the Soviet Union in the Southern Region, is to 

ensure a capacity to project itself effectively into any crisis that 

might involve a prime client in the Eastern Mediterranean, the North 

Af . 1. 1 h y . f h b. p . 1 23 
rtcan ~ttora , or t e emen1 part o t e Ara tan enstnsu a. 

The degree of Soviet penetration in some of these littoral 

countries is a problem Yestern defence planners must take into 

account~--insofar as since that penetration_makes some use of these 

facilities conceivable at some time, the task of NATO armed forces in 

the region is made more complicated. Political/military influence in 

the relE.vant countries is also" an added general challenge to Western 

predominance in the Mediterranean area. 

In the Southern European land theatre other, more direct, 

options remain which Western countries must take into account as they 

modernise their forces and capacities. The Warsaw Pact forces are 

able to deploy some thirty five divisions on the Graeco-Turkish 

border, while NATO forces (mostly infantry units) number about thrity 

two divisions. Most Warsaw Pact divisions are mechanized, armoured 

and could be reinforced by at least two airborne/airmobile 

divisions.
24 

These comparisons are not immediately revealing of 

anything in particular, as the quality of both the available Warsaw 

Pact and NATO forces varies considerably. Hore important is the 

environment in which these forces might have to fight. Turkey's 

mountaineous and rugged terrain favours its defence, though the 

inadequacy of Turkish anti-tank weapons, radar, and armoured attack 

helicopters makes of geographical inaccessibility a necessary virtue 
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rather than a useful luxury. In the special case of Turkey, NATO is 

at some advantage in that a defence in depth is both possible and 

advisable. The main advantage the Warsaw Pact has against Greek and 

Turkish forces in this area is tactical mobility. Once a Warsaw Pact 

breakthrough were made, it would be difficult for. Greece or Turkey to 

withdraw and establish new lines of defence. This puts a premium on 

individual NATO countries in the region increasing their capacities 

for area defence through the use of light infantry. 

The Soviet capacity to launch an attack through the Gorizia Gap, 

possibly using Hungarian divisions, has always been the traditional 

fear in the northeast of Italy. But such an attack would depend on 

the Soviet Union being able to pass through neutral Austria and 

depend on a passive Yugoslavia. All this would require time and 

would provide strategic warning for NATO forces to react. The Gap 

remains the most operationally valid way to invade Italy, and has for 

long been the focus of Italian defence planning, but few analysts 

consider that the various improvements that the Soviet Union and 

Warsaw Pact countries have made to their armed forces in recent years 

has made any qualitative change to the threat in this area. 

More concern has surfaced over possible Soviet interests in 

thrusting southwards towards Iran. The USSR has a history of 

involvement in Iran which it occupied both in the 1920s and during 

the Second World War. Iran's northern provinces are ethnically 

similar to Soviet Azerbaijan and it can be presumed that if Iran were 

to break up in civil war or if certain Western powers (the United 
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States in particular) were to establish bases in the country the USSR 

might consider it necessary to intervene. The USSR has in fact · 

refused to acknowledge Iran's renunciation of the 1921 Treaty of 

Friendship under whose terms the Soviet Union could occupy Iran if it 
' 

25 perceived a security threat. Clearly the fact that 60 percent of 

Soviet troops in the Transcaucasus Military District of the Soviet 

Union are only Category 3, at present militates against the 

likelihood of any serious military adventure in the region. Equally 

given that the United States would consider a Soviet ''grab for oil" 

as a casus belli, restraint will be the operative word in respect of 

S . 1. d h d . 11 I 2 6 ov1.et po 1.cy tmvar s t e area an espec1.a y ran. 

The facts of geography, as well as information about past Soviet 

military planning, make it clear that the USSR's possible invasion 

routes towards Iran would not necessarily include any part of NATO 

territory. Theoretically, there are routes from either side of the 

Caspian Sea that would allow the Soviet Union to reach Tehran without 

27 having to take Turkey into account. However it is probable that 

the Soviet Union would not wish to leave its border with Eastern 

Turkey undefended in the event of a move towards Iran and therefore 

might also seek in such a contingency to conduct a front offensive 

against Turkey at least to ensure Turkish neutrality. It is 

therefore conceivable that a conflict with Turkey would not have 

Ankara as an objective and might take place outside of the context of 

28 
a general European war. The Turkish military seems implicitly to 

have accepted this possibility as indicated by the fact that their 

most recent improvements have been in the defence of the East. 29 In 
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any case the fact that the Soviet Union has important interests in 

Iran and other areas in the Middle East demonstrates the fact that 

the West should not distinguish too clinically between in-area and 

out-of-,area -threats, especially given that in the special case of 

Turkey, that country can easily become embroiled by conflicts and 

instability in such areas as the Persian Gulf and Near East. The 

problem for NATO strategists is to assess the various risks that 

exist in the Southern Region and establish a military strategy that 

takes these into account and thus help to reinforce the sense of 

political solidarity amongst NATO states in the South that is so 

essential to a general policy of deterrence . 

. -

The Role of the U.S. Sixth Fleet 

It remains the case that so long as the U.S. Sixth Fleet 

continues to maintain the rights in the Hediterranean it has acquired 

over time, it will continue to have an important comparative 

advantage over the Soviet Union in the area, though for a number of 

reasons it can no longer consider itself as secure as before. 

Current Soviet Union military options have to be examined in the 

context of the Sixth Fleet's changing role. 

In the beginning, and at least until the mid 1960s, the Sixth 

Fleet's position within the Mediterranean was clearly paramount; the 

only other warships in the Mediterranean being either allied or 

. . "f" 30 1.ns1gn1. 1.cant Until 1963 there were no Soviet warships in the 

Mediterranean. 31 Though the Soviet Union did have submarines that 
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could move into the areas, and possessed Tu-16 naval bombers that 

were within striking range of U.S. carrier forces in the Eastern 

Mediterranean, the military threat·posed by these instruments was 

largely discounted owing to the perceived impossibility that they 

could be used except in the most extreme of political circumstances. 

Certainly neither Soviet submarines, nor Soviet naval bombers, could 

be used as forces of political persuasion or blackmail. The Sixth 

Fleet was therefore able to move within the Mediterranean, and "show 

the flag" with full confidence that its political weight would be 

felt by those it wished to influence. Its main advantage was its 

flexibility. It could control sea lanes, project power ashore, land 

~ 

troops and shell coastal targets. The Soviet Union had only a 

dramatic option: strategic attack against the United States , or 

unimpressive ones: anti-shipping tasks against third parties or 

coastal defense on its own behalf. 32 

This advantage of the Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean was one 

the United States exploited in both overt and subtle ways. When on 

20 April 1957 1800 U.S. marines anchored off the coast of Beirut in 

readiness for a possible intervention in Jordan to support King 

Hussein, the Sixth Fleet carried out manoeuvres in the Eastern 

Mediterranean, thus adding credibility to the United States' 

position. Similarly, in July 1958 the Sixth Fleet supported the 

landings of almost 15,000 U.S. troops in Beirut to support, in 

President Eisenhower's words, "the independence and integrity of 

Lebanon 11
•
33 

Both operations were successful. Thereafter, the Sixth 

Fleet in the Mediterranean was understood to be a deterrent force 
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which had to be taken into account by anyone whose actions might 

adversely affect U.S." interests in the area; and the nature of U.S. 

interests as well as the capacities of the Fleet meant that the area 

in question included the entire Middle East. Also in the late 
! 

fifties and early sixties, U.S. carrier forces sustained the entire 

naval contribution to the American strategic deterrent and the 

E M d . h . d 1 . 34 astern e ~terranean was t e1r most a vantageous ocat1on. By the 

late sixties and early seventies, much of this had changed. The 

prospective war time activity of the Sixth Fleet became limited to a 

number of narrowly defined roles: airpower support to local (Greek 

and Turkish) troops during the first stages of a defensive battle; 

air str.ikes against the southern part of the Soviet Union as part of 

a counterattack; or direct support for NATO defenders in the Central 

Front in the event of a Soviet assault there. 35 

For most of its existence, up until 1979, the Sixth Fleet was 

composed of about 40 ships including escorts and replacement vessels. 

The surface forces operated as three distinct groups: 2 carrier 

battle groups (CVBG) and an amphibious task group. In principle, 

operations covered the whole Mediterranean, but usually 1 CVBG 

operated in the_ central Mediterranean, and the other in the Western 

M d
. 36 

e 1terranean. After 1979, only 1 CVBG was kept in the 

Mediterranean, though from time to time there were two as rotations 

took place. Following events in Afghanistan and Iran, it was decided 

to deploy more naval forces in the Persian Gulf/Indian Ocean area, 

and this came largely at the expense of the Sixth Fleet in the 

" 
Mediterranean. Since March 1986, there has been a return to the old 
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policy, with usuallly two CVBGs in the Mediterranean. Clearly, with 

two aircraft carriers in the Mediterranean, the U.S. Sixth Fleet 

presents a potent force. Over the years the Fleet has learned to 

operat~ alongside other Western navies deployed in the Mediterranean 

and collaboration between these forces is quite good. Yet it is 

certain that if events in the Gulf region require an increased 

American naval presence, this might again result in a draw down of 

Sixth Fleet assets; and, in any case, even with 2 CVBGs, the variety 

of useful missions related to power projection that the Sixth Fleet 

could perform is limited. 

The realistic military role of the Sixth Fleet for purely intra-

Mediterranean contingencies is very different from what it may have 

been earlier, as countervailing Soviet power based_both on land and 

at sea has made its presence felt. Questions can now reasonably be 

asked about exactly what role the Sixth Fleet could be expected to 

play in a generalized European conflict. Would the 100 or so 

aircraft at the Sixth Fleet's disposal (added to the 4000 land based 

NATO aircraft that would be expected in the European continent during 

the war), make any real difference between victory and defeat, 

especially since most of the Sixth Fleet's aircraft are required for 

0 d f 37 ~ts own e ence? At least some analysts have argued that if 

prepositioning and forward defence is an appropriate strategy for a 

land theatre that lacks geographical depth this is not necessarily 

the case for naval forces. The paradox of the NATO role of most 

naval forces is that, in the words of Admiral Bagley, "the innate 

strategic flexibility of ships in the Mediterranean is exchanged for 
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38 the immobility of land based forces in whose stead they serve. Is 

it right for an inherently mobile force to assume a fixed·posture 

similar to that of foot soldiers on the ground in Central Eu,ope? If 

war did break out in Europe it is likely-that the Sixth Fleet would 
' 

wish to move throughout the Mediterranean and conduct, from wherever 

it might be located, a perimeter defence in depth coupled with 

·appropriate counterattacks against any enemy forces within its reach. 

Such action would not necessarily mean defence for the Central Front, 

or defence in the Eastern Mediterranean. Probably the principal 

contributions that carrier-based U.S. air power could make to NATO's 

conventional forces in the Eastern Mediterranean is twofold. First, 

r 

it could bring to bear extremely sophisticated air defence assets (F-

14 and F-18 fighters and E-2C airborne early warning aircraft) to 
~ 

bolster the limited and somewhat obsolescent air defence forces of 

Greece and Italy. Second, there is some capacity to deploy offensive 

air support (in the form of A-6 light bombers) that have a large 

combat radius, a large payload and an all-weather flight capacity. 

Use of these assets is still very dependent on what is available 

after the specific defence needs of the Sixth Fleet have been 

provided for, and as indicated it will be difficult, given the rise 

of Soviet air power, to release much Sixth Fleet aircraft for 

offensive purposes. Clearly in its one carrier battle group 

formation the Sixth Fleet would have more difficulties carrying out 

its missions in the Eastern ~!editerranean than would be the case when 

39 
two carriers were deployed. 

Despite the Soviet naval build-up in the Mediterranean, most ' 
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naval strategists believe that the Sixth Fleet would carry the day in 

a strict naval exchange with the Soviet Eskadra. ·But its·capacity to 

assist in the land battle has certainly decreased and the threat that 

Soviet ,land based air power poses for the Fleet is such that its 

freedom of operating in the Mediterranean is less than it once was. 

The primary mission of the Sixth Fleet in a NATOjWarsaw Pact 

contingency might therefore be more orientated towards sea control 

than towards power projection, unless the Soviet air threat were 

neutralised, in which case the Sixth Fleet might be able to provide 

some assistance to the conventional battle in Europe. A 

nuclearisation of the naval conflict in the Mediterranean would in 

all likelihood drive the Sixth Fleet and other allied navies outside 

of the Sea. 

What the Sixth Fleet (or STRIKEFORSOUTH) may do in the event of 

a European war should, an any case, be distinguished from what it can 

do in peacetime, and from what both allies and potential enemies 

believe it might do in various other contingencies. Because of the 

increase in Soviet naval power in the Mediterranean, it is true that 

the general political utility of the Sixth Fleet in time of peace has 

now been challenged. The Sixth Fleet nevertheless remains the 

principal symbol of the U.S. guarantee to its Mediterranean allies, 

just as U. S. troops in West Germany shm; commi ttment to the Central 

Front. To the extent that the Fleet is vulnerable, this 

vulnerability is a symbol of American willingness to provide a 

forward naval defence for Europe at risk to American lives. Yet. 

because in peacetime the Sixth Fleet has obvious missions outside of 
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Europe it is not seen in the same light as U.S. troops in continental 

Europe. Its role in support of U.S. policy outside the NATO area is 

a source of friction with Southern Region allies; especially given 

that there is a general perception throughout the Southern Region 
! 

that U.S. ground and air forces based in the area are more useful for 

the defence of what are thought to be particular American interests 

than they may be for the immediate defence of the Southern Region 

itself. The air raids launched against Libya in April 1986 

reinforced this perception in many sectors of public opinion in the 

Southern Region. 

The Alliance's Mediterranean flank is inevitably the operational 

bridge between the military security of Western Europe and the 

defence of the Gulf states, either against Soviet attacks or against 

local insurgents. Since the United States sees itself responsible 

for both these missions, and in fact serves as the strategic link 

between the two areas, its own definition of Southern Region defence 

is necessarily wider than that of any of the NATO countries that are 

part of the Region. The need for the United States to defend Israel 

and the usually very close nature of U.S.-Israeli defence 

collaboration in the region adds to the variety of purposes for which 

U.S. naval power in the Mediterranean might be used. The special 

role of the Sixth Fleet in defence of the United States' Middle 

Eastern interests makes its NATO role seem ambiguous to many, and it 

is this which creates special problems between the U.S. and its 

Mediterranean allies. 
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Future Course of NATO Strategy 

While it is clear that the individual states of NATO South have 

elaborated defence policies considered by them to be roughly 
! 

sufficient to deal with the specific threats to their territories, a 

stronger deterrent in the south would require a more evidently 

collective effort on the part of Southern Region states. Naturally, 

there are Alliance-wide plans for the defence of the Southern Region 

just as there are plans for the Central Front and the North. But 

these plans do not presume as high a collaborative effort as do those 

for other Alliance areas, and in some instances, have not been 

entirely absorbed by national planners. Both these problems now have 

more severe consequences than before. The more diversified Soviet 

threat to the region means that Southern Region states need to be 

able to work together at an early stage, and incorporate 

reinforcements in a timely fashion. As these states work on their 

national defence plans in the coming years, it will be necessary to 

find instances where a joint defence can become truly collective, and 

for this, various improvements at land, air and sea can be envisaged. 

The defence of four separate theatres in Italy, Greece and 

Western Turkey, Eastern Turkey and the Mediterranean Sea is very 

difficult. Communications over this area are extremely thin, partly 

bacause national systems remain inadequate and partly because those 

that exist are not perfectly compatible. Geographically, NATO is at 

a disadvantage in so far as its ability to move ground troops 

throughout the area is lower than the Warsaw Pact's ability to 
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present a significant threat to them. Recent Warsaw Pact manoeuvres 

in 1982 (Shield '82, a field training exercise or FTX) and 1984 

(Soyuz '84, a command post exercise or CPX) have shown that Soviet 

strategy to gain access to the Middle East and the Indian Ocean 

probably includes plans to overun the Turkish First Army in Thrace, 

force the Bosporus with at least nine divisions supported by air and 

sea elements and a number of Bulgarian tank regiments staging from 

40 Varna and Burgas. The aim would be to split the Greek and Turkish 

units in order to leave the defence of the straits and the West coast 

of the Bosporus exclusively to Turkish forces. 

Any defence in the Southern Region must be aimed at ensuring 

that the Soviet Union can not realistically believe that it can 

outflank NATO forces in a drive either to the Middle East, or through 

the southern area of the Mediterranean to disrupt Allied control of 

the Sea, and seize assets on the way. Given the divided theatres of 

possible battle, it is clear that initial defence in the Southern 

Region must be national. The forces of each country must be able to 

resist an aggression at least long enough for reinforcements to 

arrive or for NATO authorities to warn an aggressor that continued 

aggression could lead to the use of nuclear weapons. Clearly the 

priority must be on improving local defence capacities and the 

ability to integrate efficiently reinforcements as they arrive. 

To counter a possible land attack, the Greek and Turkish armies 

maintain in peacetime quite large forces, totalling roughly ten 

divisions stationed in a very narrow area. This represents the 
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largest concentration of force in any operational sector of NATO's 

41 forward defence. However, these forces are mainly traditional 

infantry, weak in anti-tank equipment and feeble in logistics and 

infrastructure. Both Greece and Turkey have pledged themselves to 

the modernisation of their armed forces, but it is clear that as long 

as they keep large armed forces it will be difficult to afford making 

the technological improvements that are necessary. A choice is 

clearly imposed between size and quality, and as long as the former 

remains a priority, the latter is sacrificed. Since there is in the 

Southern Flank an especially great need to incorporate 

reinforcements, these states will have to concentrate not only on the 

modernisation of equipment, but also on improvements of their host 

nation military facilities, particularly transportation and 

communications networks to assist incoming forces and petroleum 

pipelines to resupply vehicles and aircraft engaged in combat. More 

effort also has to be put into such areas as air defence and runway 

repair capacities. 

The most important outside instrument of Southern Flank security 

(that would of course be dependent on its success on such 

improvements) is to be found in the Rapid Reinforcement Plan (RRP) 

adopted by NATO's Defence Planning Committee in its ministerial 

session of December 1982. The plan sets down the strategy for the 

reinforcement of Europe in time of crisis or war. It envisages the 

involvement of over 2000 U.S. combat aircraft. 42 Probably up to 700 

of these·could be made available for a contingency in the Southern 

Region. Even given significant improvements in base support, airlift 
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and rapid reinforcement training experience it is expected that it 

will take several weeks for large reinforcementS to arrive. Some of 

these problems could be solved if there were more prepositioning of 

equipm~nt in the Southern Flank. For some time the Senior NATO 

Logisticians Conference (SNLC) at NATO has recommended that a major 

stockpile of material be built up in the Southern Flank and placed 

under the control of a NATO command. But this has not yet been 

decided on and therefore there are considerable local weaknesses that 

must be repaired. This not only puts a premium on local forces 

holding out until reinforcements arrive but also on NATO being able 

appropriately to signal early on in a crisis that there will be a 

military response to aggression so that conflict might be avoided. 

In the case of the flanks, NATO's principal military means of 

signalling concern lies in the ACE Allied Mobile Force (A}!F). 

Established in 1960, the Force's declared purpose is rapidly to come 

to the aid of NATO states on the flanks and particularly Norway, 

Denmark, Greece and Turkey. The land component comprises infantry, 

artillery helicopters, armoured reconnaissance, combat support and 

administrative units from Belgium, Canada, West Germany, Italy, 

Luxembourg, United States and the United Kingdon. Most units are 

based in their home countries. The Air component comprises squadrons 

from Belgium, Canada, The Netherlands, West Germany, Italy and the 

United States. The Mobile Force regularly participates in exercises 

on the flanks. The Force's role is primarily a deterrent one, but if 

deterrence fails the Force is intended to fight alongside host 

country troops to help contain any enemy advance. Such participation 
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by a NATO force in a flank country would help to multilateralize the· 

conflicts and show the enemy that NATO as a whole was concerned about 

the security of the invaded country. 

Unfortunately, the ACE Mobile Force is more symbolic in 

peacetime as a sign of political will to come to the assistance of a 

NATO country than as a credible defence force in time of conflict. 

The AMF is not truly a fighting force: it is intended primarily "to 

show the flag". It should not be considered a force capable of 

providing reinforcement, but rather as an immediate reaction unit 

that the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) would call on for 

politi;al reasons, to signal concern. It is not organised or equipped 

to be one of SACEUR's regional reinforcements and the size and combat 

capability of the Force is delibarately constrained so as not to be 

too provocative. But even given its limited mission, the Force has 

problems which make it less efficient than would be· desirable. 

Turkey's geographic isolation poses serious logistical problems and 

in any case the Force is too small to make much of a difference. 43 

While its headquarters are in Heidelberg, few of the troops are 

permanantly on station, and in fact some elements of the Force are 

not winter equipped. It might be able to deploy rapidly once 

assembled, but this would take some time. While the air element 

could go to both flanks, the land element could only go to one or the 

other. It would certainly be useful if the composition of the land 

element were increased so that it could simultaneously be deployed to 

both flanks. This would naturally raise the costs of the Force and 

would depend on the availability of more transport capacity, but it 
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would be a useful reassurance to the local states that others were 

interested in their security. 

On the Southern Flank there are additional reasons why the Force 
I 

has not developed as fast as it should. According to current 

planning the Force could deploy to five contingency-areas: Northern 

Italy, Northern Greece, Turkish Thrace, Eastern Anatolia and Southern 

Anatolia. While the AMF has been able to work closely with Italian 

forces, neither Greece nor Turkey has incorporated the &~F into its 

general defence plans. If the Force were to deploy to the Southern 

Flank as a deterrent capacity, it would spread itself out throughout 

the th(eatened territory to reassure the local population and signal 

resistance to the enemy. But if deterrence failed, the Force would 

have to quickly integrate itself into the national armed forces to 

participate in national defence until reinforcements arrived. This 

would not be possible unless the host countries agreed to allow the 

AMF to exercise according to national defence plans. 

Another problem is primarily financial. Countries contributing 

to the air element of the AMF have committed themselves to 

transporting both troops and material by air; yet when the AMF is 

exercised, material arrives by ship. Exercises under more realistic 

conditions would add to the Force's deterrent value. Given that, if 

deterrence fails, the Force has a residual combat role, improvi~g the 

Force's anti-air and anti-armour capabilities, and its command, 

control and communications (so that it can be in perfect contact with 

SACEUR) would be highly desirable. But finding money for these sorts 
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of improvements is difficult, not least because the force 

requirements of the AMF must be merged with those of the Major NATO 

Commands and can easily get lost in the process. Some have argued 

that because of the very special nature of the AMF, its commander 
' 

should be allowed to neg.otiate directly with the nations involved to 

secure needed force improvements. Though it would be unrealistic 

(and inappropriate) to expect the general composition and dual 

mission of the AMF to change, improvements can be envisaged that 

would simultaneously enhance the Force's deterrent and combat 

capacity. 

G{ven that after any attack to the Southern Flank NATO would 

need mobile forces more than any other sort of capability, it is 

unfortunate that little has been done to improve the AMF's in-theatre 

mobility, currently very limited. This is all the more striking 

since many individual members of the Alliance have increasingly given 

attention, in their own armed forces, to rapidly mobile divisions. 

Aside from the U.S decision to create the Rapid Deployment Force that 

eventually became a new U.S. Command as CENTCOM, the British sought, 

especially after the Falklands conflict, to increase the. _capacity of 

5 Airborne Brigade and to add further air transportable elements to 

their armed forces.
44 

The French in the 1984-1988 Military Programme 

Law reorganized their paratroop forces and created the Force d'Action 

Rapide (FAR).
45 

The Italians in the 1985 Defence White Paper argue 

for the creation of a Forza di Intervento Raoido (FIR) and have since 

moved to establish a small force. 46 Many of the smaller members of 

the Alliance, including Spain, Portugal, Greece and Turkey, have 
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affirmed their own need to develop forces with a "firefighting" 

capability that could be used rapidly in times of crisis .. 

These policies have emerged in recognition of the fact that air 
1 

or sea transportable armed forces can serve as important, and 

credible, conventional deterrents. If there is a place where easily 

mobile, light infantry, is especially necessary, it is the Southern 

Flank. It is impossible to make great improvements in the AMF 

without changing the nature of its largely political mission, but 

unless it is made to look more effective even its role as a symbol 

might appear illusory. Drawing on the experience of national rapid 

deployment forces NATO planners should look to strengthen the AMF, if 

only to remove doubts among some Flank countries about its capacity 

to fulfil! its combat mission. There are already deep suspicions, 

for a variety of historical and sometimes contradictory reasons 

amongst the Greeks and the Turks, about the reliance that can be 

placed on the "West" for their own defence. As noted above, both 

countries contribute to this by not exercising with the Force in the 

most efficient way possible and in not distinguishing carefully 

between the deterrent and combat roles of the Force. Over time these 

misunderstandings are bound to decrease, but it is clear that if 

improvement can take place, this will be for nought unless the host 

nation support (both psychological and logistical) for the Force 

makes co~~ensurate advances. 

Improvements in the capacity to signal concern (through the AMF) 

or to reinforce the flanks (through the RRP) would be irrelevant if· 
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there was no advance by NATO in upgrading its air defence capacities 

in the South. Without effective air and anti-missile defence 

American and other allied air and naval operations become extremely 

. k 47 r1s y .. 
' 

Some improvements have taken place, such as the 

introduction of AWACS at three forJard operating bases at Trapani 

Italy, Preveza, Greece and Konya, Turkey as part of the NATO Airborne 

48 Early Warning (NAEW) programme. This upgrading of local air 

defence will provide over-the-horizon and low level radar coverage 

beyond the current capabilities of the NATO Air Defense Ground 

Environment (NADGE). But it would be useful if more could be done to 

widen the operational area of air defence forces so that NATO could 

provid; at least a semblance of a true forward defence of its air 

space. This would require a much higher degree of co-operation 

amongst individual NATO states and movement towards a true 

integration of Alliance air force capacities. 

Succesful air defence also depends on procuring more modern 

aircraft. Western land based tactical aircraft located in 

Southeastern Europe, particularly in Greece and Turkey, must be 

improved, to ensure the protection not only of the Sixth Fleet, but 

49 
also of land forces. In fact, almost all NATO aircraft in the 

region are in serious need of modernization or replacement. The 

average age of this aircraft is still well over twenty years. Near 

vintage jets such as the F-48, F-104 and the F-100 are still being 

maintained and flown. The F-104 is in fact one of the few planes 

that is common throughout the region and while a new gen~ration of 

planes is put in service, attention will have to be paid to the need 
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for improved standardization and interoperability. At the moment 

there are too many different types of aircraft requiring different 

sorts of support elements. If interceptor aircraft are an urgent 

necess\ty, planning eqaually must go ahead for the development and 

purchase of longer range aircraft to attack the Warsaw Pact threat at 

source. These improvements in air assets are necessary especially to 

offset the recent gains the Soviet Union has made in equipping their 

planes with stand off missiles. Reliance on anti-air missiles to 

counter Soviet air power is no longer sufficient. 

At sea, NATO's position is strong. Even if analysts have often 

concentrated on naval balances, the strictly Soviet naval threat is 

not of a kind that requires more ships to meet it. The nature of the 

unique American presence in the form of the Sixth Fleet, however, is 

such that more allied naval co-operation would be useful, if largely 

for psychological reasons. Aside from the AMF, NATO's only other 

immediate reaction force is the Naval On-Call Force Mediterranean 

(NAVOCFORMED) which provides a deterrent and quick intervention 

capacity and is comprised of combatant warships of several NATO 

members; usually Italy, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United 

States. When the force is exercised, forces of other NATO states 

provide support. The force is called together to train twice a year 

for about thirty days, and responsiblilty for detailed planning of 

these exercises rests with CO~~AVSOUTH. There have often been 

appeals to upgrade this to a standing (from an On-Call) force but the 

disputes between Greece and Turkey---both of whom would naturally 

have to contribute to such a force-~:have made it impossible to 
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create a more multilateral permanent sea presence for NATO in the 

Mediterranean. This is unfortunate, because a standing force could 

work more efficiently with elements of the Sixth Fleet and better 

signal .a collective Alliance concern. 
I 

The contribution that NATO can make to strengthening the sense 

of solidarity in the Southern Region is to make more obvious the 

military commitment to Southern Region defence. At the moment local 

defence is locally organised, and is the responsibility of the states 

of the region aided directly by the United States and indirectly by 

NATO infrastructural support. But there is no strong sense in the 
, 

Southern Region that NATO will "come to its defence". Nato, as it 

were, has 11prepositioned 11 in the area, and has promised to reinforce 

in time of war, yet this is dependent on there being forces available 

to come to the area. A real capacity to bring substantial 

conventional power to bear on the Southern Flank in time of crisis 

would strengthen NATO's capacities for internal management of 

political relations and would also help deter possible aggression. 

The local states and NATO as a whole must therefore consider ways to 

make Western forces in the region (and those that will have to be 

brought to the area) lighter and more mobile. 

Conclusion 

This paper has argued that the growth of Soviet military power 

in the Southern Region has been important, but that the Soviet threat 

specific to it is not unmanageable. Yet if the actual Soviet threat 
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to. the Southern Region itself, is not as high as sometimes feared, it 

is certainly true that the specific Southern Region deterrent to 

Soviet aggression is not as high as it should be. The real deterrent 

to Sovi~t aggression in the Southern Region remains the general 
I 

Western deterrent (still mainly nuclear) to Soviet action anywhere in 

Europe. It is meaningless to speak of the Southern Flank as having 

been converted, by virtue of Soviet military improvements, into a 

front, if only because this has always been the case. It is a 

totally different argument, however, to say that Western defensive 

capabilities in the Southern Region have been in relative decline. 

This decline does requ~re remedial action, as suggested, both in 

terms of local force modernisation, and improvements in the capacity 

of the Alliance quickly to bring outside force to bear on the region, 

so that, as elsewhere in the Alliance, a conventional deterrent 

exists that does not make the nuclear one appear mythical. 

Strengthening the conventional deterrent in the Southern Region 

would ensure what is already a probability: that the Soviet Union 

would not attempt totally to control the Southern Region except in 

the circumstances of a direct and European-wide conflict between the 

two Alliances. At the moment it is unlikely that a conflict could 

take place in the Mediterranean as the result of an aero-naval 

confrontation between the forces of the United States and the USSR. 

War might occur as an extension of military activity in other areas 

of Europe or as a result of a crisis that is initially external to 

the two alliances such as a conflict in the Middle East. 50 

Improvements in the deterrent specific to the Southern Region would 
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help to guard against both possibilities. As long as it is 

absolutely clear that military activity in the Southern Region by the 

USSR or by anybody else will be met by Western forces, both European 

and out.-of-area disturbances could be limited in. their scope. 

All this points to the fact that an improved defence of the 

Southern Region can only occur if there is a successful balance 

between national and Alliance-wide approaches to regional security. 

The paradox of the security situation in the Southern Region is that 

individual national approaches to defence have been necessary because 

of the facts of geography: countries may be "left alone" longer in 

the south than elsewhere and therefore need to be able to hold out. 

On the other hand, purely national approaches are highly inefficient, 

particularly, as noted above, in the field of air defence. 

Furthermore, some of the states in the region may wish to adopt more 

national approaches to defence to counter those threats that are 

specific to them, but the domestic consensus needed to support such 

efforts has to be developed quite differently than does the consensus 

needed to support Alliance-wide efforts. To do this, the role of the 

United States is crucial, because as the principal external provider 

of security to the allies in the Southern Region,, it is with the 

United States that the NATO countries of the Mediterranean must 

bargain, both to encourage a greater contribution to the area's 

defence and to allow for more "national 11 approaches to regional 

security. In the next five years the form and substance of NATO 

security in the Mediterranean will be very much dependent on the 

overall quality of the bargains that are struck. 
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